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Abstract—In recent years, the Industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT) came into being. IIoT connects sensors, industrial equip-
ment, products, and staff in the factory, enabling context-
awareness and industrial equipment automate control. The
identity resolution system is a core infrastructure in IIoT. Similar
to the role of Domain Name System (DNS) on the Internet, it is
the entrance to the IIoT. The difference between them is their
input and output. The input of the identity resolution system in
IIoT is an identifier of an object. And the output is the mapping
data attached to the identifier, including the product profile, a
URL, or the identifier’s surrounding environment. However, how
to deploy an identity resolution system in IIoT has not yet been
conclusive. In this article, we provide a comprehensive survey
on the potential identity resolution systems that may be used
in IIoT. Firstly, an overview of the identity resolution system is
introduced, including a reference framework that can be used
to evaluate an identity resolution system. Then we review some
influential identity resolution systems based on this reference
framework. After that, we make a comparison from the perspec-
tive of whether they can meet IIoT requirements and technology
selection. Finally, some challenges and broader perspectives are
discussed.

Index Terms—Blockstack naming system (BNS), decentralized
identifiers (DID), electronic product code (EPC), GNU name
system (GNS), handle, industrial Internet of Things (IIoT),
identity resolution system, object identifier (OID), ubiquitous
ID (UID).

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the IoT technology is gradually applied to man-
ufacturing scenarios, the future network is changing

from consumption-oriented to production-oriented. According
to the 2018 Cisco VNI report, by 2022, the number of
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machine access will reach 14.6 billion, and the share will
reach 51%, which exceeds half of the number of global
devices connections [1]. As a result, the concept of smart
factories is realized [2], [3], and the Industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT) came into being [4]. IIoT connects sensors,
industrial equipment, products and staff in the factory, pro-
viding context-awareness for intelligent production. So that
the industrial processes can be monitored and controlled
automatically, optimizing costs, transaction and productiv-
ity [5]. Reference [6] has pointed out the scope of IIoT
from a functional perspective. They have pointed out that
IIoT realize data collection, useful information extraction,
information fusion, all information cognition and intelli-
gent decision-making from the bottom-level to the top-
level.

IIoT, as a subset of IoT, is proposed for industrial scenarios.
IIoT is different from the consumer IoT and has not yet been
well resolved. Reference [8] pointed out that what is usually
addressed as IoT could be better named as consumer IoT. The
main distinction between consumer IoT and IIoT is as fol-
lows: 1) The service model is different [5]. Consumer IoT is
human-centered, and the purpose of devices interconnection is
to improve people’s awareness of the environment. In general,
Consumer IoT communicates in the form of machine-user and
client-server. In contrast, IIoT is machine-to-machine (M2M)
communication. 2) Communication requirements are differ-
ent [3]. IIoT services have higher requirements on scalability,
latency, throughput, reliability, robustness, privacy and secu-
rity. Because the data volume in IIoT is larger, and it is
strongly related to enterprise production. 3) The research scope
is different. IoT focuses more on designing new commu-
nication standards to help devices connect to the Internet
ecosystem flexibly and friendly. By contrast, IIoT emphasizes
the interconnection between multiple isolated plants and work
islands [5].

In order to capture all IIoT connectivity require-
ments [7], [9], the Industrial Internet Consortium (IIC) pro-
vides a new connectivity model, and its stack model is shown
in Fig. 1. The lowest layer is the physical layer, where physical
signals are exchanged. Frames are exchanged in the link layer
using signaling protocols between adjacent participants. The
network layer refers to the exchange of packets between non-
adjacent participants. Messages are exchanged in the transport
layer between participant applications. And in the framework
layer, the structured data is exchanged between participant
applications with configurable quality-of-service. Above them,
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Fig. 1. The connectivity stack model proposed by IIC [7].

outside the scope of connectivity, the distributed data can be
interoperated and managed.

The identity resolution system is a core infrastructure in
IIoT and works in the framework layer. Similar to the role of
Domain Name System (DNS) on the Internet, it is the entrance
to IIoT. The difference between them is their input and output.
The input of the DNS is a domain name and the output is its
IP address. While the input of the identity resolution system
is an identifier, and the output is the mapping data attached
to the identifier. For example, the output may be the product
profile, the URL of the server storing the product information
or method, or the identifier’s surrounding environment.

The identity resolution system is important for IIoT. It
facilitates the intercommunication between multiple isolated
work islands by registering, managing and resolving identi-
fiers of objects. A manufacturing process can be described
via object and events identifying, which is part of the realiza-
tion of digital twins [10]. Also, it supports many upper-level
applications for effective business processes. The typical appli-
cations include product life-cycle management [11], [12],
supply chain management and traceability [13]–[17], smart
logistics [18]–[20], etc.

However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no identity
resolution system specifically designed for IIoT. One available
solution is to transplant the identity resolution systems in other
scenarios to IIoT. Currently, there are already several published
surveys cover different aspects related to identity resolution
systems. Reference [21] survey and classify the various repre-
sentations of digital identities. It mainly focuses on different
identifier format schemes. Reference [22] mainly discusses the
components of identity modeling, management and require-
ment matrix from a methodological perspective. Paper [23]
discusses a variety of identity management solutions from
the perspective of authentication to overcome authentication
challenges in resource-limited IoT. References [24], [25] sum-
marize several identity resolution systems from the perspective

of supporting IoT. However, these studies are relatively sim-
ple in this field and only introduce these systems as a whole,
without comparing their pros and cons. And of course, they
have no responsibility to discuss whether these systems are
suitable for IIoT. Reference [26] surveys blockchain-based
identity management systems. This research mainly focuses
on discussing the impact of emerging blockchain and the rise
of blockchain-based identity solutions.

As far as we know, there is no existing thorough survey of
potential identity resolution systems in IIoT. To fill this gap,
in this article, we discuss the requirements that the identity
resolution systems need to meet in IIoT. And we investigate
the state of the art standards and papers of existing important
identity resolution systems and fetch common parts from them
to build a general reference framework for describing an iden-
tity resolution system. Then, we use this framework to survey
several important systems. And further, we discuss the fitness
of these systems in IIoT and their technology selection. The
specific contributions throughout this article are as follows.

• The importance of the identity resolution systems in IIoT
is presented. And we discuss the design principles of
identity resolution systems for the IIoT. Then a general
framework based on key functions for evaluate identity
resolution systems is given.

• Some core identity resolution systems are surveyed based
on the proposed function-based framework, including the
overview, identification, resolution, security and compat-
ibility.

• The comparisons of the proposed systems are given.
The systems are first examed based on the principles,
and whether they are suitable in IIoT is discussed.
Further, each system is compared from the perspective
of technology selection.

• The challenges faced in this field and some broad per-
spectives are discussed.

The rest of this article is organized as follows, as shown
in Fig. 2. The overview and background are provided in
Section II. In this part, we discuss the importance of iden-
tity resolution systems in IIoT and the design principles in
sequence. Then we provide a reference framework that can
be used to describe identity resolution systems, followed by a
rough classification of existing systems. Next, a comprehen-
sive survey of systems based on the provided framework is
proposed in Section III. In Section IV, a principle-based com-
parison is given to discuss whether each system is suitable
for IIoT. Since the suitability of the system for IIoT is deter-
mined by their supporting technology, a comparison based
on technology selection is given later. Combining the gap
between existing systems and IIoT, the challenges and future
research directions in this field are discussed in Section V. In
Section VI, some broader perspectives are presented. And a
brief conclusion is given in Section VII.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE IDENTITY RESOLUTION SYSTEM IN

THE INDUSTRIAL INTERNET OF THINGS

Before introducing the specific system, in this section, we
discuss the overview of this field. First, we present why
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Fig. 2. Road map of this article.

identity resolution systems are so important for IIoT and
their role in the IIoT. Then we discuss the design principles,
which can be used to exam whether the mentioned systems
are suitable for IIoT. Next, we summarize the key functions
and properties for identity resolution systems, which consti-
tutes a general framework for describing an identity resolution
system. And this framework is also used to compare the sur-
veyed system from the perspective of technology selection.
At the end of this section, the coarse classification of existing
systems is provided to help readers have a rough understanding
of this field.

A. Why Identity Resolution Systems Is Important for the
Industrial Internet of Things

The identity resolution system is the entrance to IIoT and
its service model is similar to DNS. The similarities and dif-
ferences between them are shown in Table I. DNS is a core
service of the Internet. As a distributed database that maps
domain names and IP addresses to each other, DNS can make
it easier for people to access the Internet without having to
remember complicated IP strings. Similarly, the identity reso-
lution system is a framework layer service in IIoT, providing

TABLE I
THE SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DNS IN THE INTERNET

AND IDENTITY RESOLUTION SYSTEMS IN THE IIOT

a mapping relationship between identifiers and corresponding
information.

The construction of an identity resolution system can bring
many benefits to IIoT. First of all, it is part of the realization
of digital twins [10]. Digital twin maps physical space objects
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to digital space [27] to realize concise production evaluation.
The most relevant topics of the creation of the digital twin
can be summarized as identification, data management, dig-
ital twin models, digital twin information, human-computer
interface and communication [28]. In order to realize the digi-
tal twin, some related standards have been proposed. Including
philosophy for describing equipment and procedures [29], a
standard describing structures [30], XML-based modeling of
production environments [31], [32]. The implementation of
the identity resolution system provides a unique identifier for
each physical object throughout its life cycle. In some digital
twin reference models, the identity resolution system appears
as a supporting part [11], [33]. It helps build spatiotemporal
relationships between multiple digital twins, which is more
valuable than a single digital twin. Because this relationship
can provide object optimization among multiple systems [34].

Moreover, identity resolution systems can facilitate
the intercommunication between multiple isolated plants.
Nowadays, division and cooperation have become increas-
ingly detailed among manufacturing enterprises, resulting in
relative independence among different departments and com-
panies [35]. As stated in [5], [8], one of the goals of IIoT is
enabling communication and understanding between multiple
isolated plants. However, at present, dedicated solutions are
applied in different factory [36]–[38]. Only recently, stan-
dards specifically designed have been gradually proposed. That
means different protocols and semantic data flows within dif-
ferent factories. Therefore, the data of multiple domains cannot
directly interact and understand.

Also, identity resolution systems can make equipment better
managed. The current research on devices mainly focuses on
the operational phase, including how devices behave, operate,
communicate and interact with other devices during operation.
However, life cycle stages before and after the operation are
ignored [34]. The problems to be solved and the supporting
technologies in these two stages are different. In the operation
phase, devices communicate with others in the same trans-
mission layer. In contrast, to implement device management,
the device needs to submit device information to the upper
layer, thereby achieving large-scale optimizing. Reference [39]
depicts an example of IIoT at the production site of a general
factory. Sensor information is collected to the gateway and
then managed at the upper layer. As a supporting technology of
the framework layer in IIoT, identity resolution systems real-
ize various subject identification, including terminal, network
equipment, service resources, data, etc. Through unified iden-
tification of various data, multi-system joint optimization and
unified resource scheduling are realized.

Besides, an identity resolution system can provide unified
methods to upper-layer applications on object identification,
addressing and understanding. And it is the basis to meet the
homogeneity requirements of data in big data analysis [40].
Besides, the construction of the identity layer can simplify the
service provider procedures. If the identity protocol layer is
missing in the network, the responsibility for identification and
verification will be transferred to the service provider. The ser-
vice provider acting as the issuer and verifier of the identifier
will duplicate information, resulting in low-efficiency [41]. In

particular, in IIoT, a large part of service providers are manu-
facturers. They are not computer and Internet experts, and it is
difficult for them to providing complex ICT services. Shielding
manufacturing companies from complexity can propagate IIoT
better. Therefore, a unified scheme on identification, address-
ing and reference metadata for the objects in the IIoT is
necessary to provide. So that the data can be easy to under-
stand and analyze, facilitating unified optimization between
systems.

Typical applications of the identity resolution service
includes product life-cycle management [11], [12], supply
chain management and traceability [13]–[17], and smart logis-
tics [18]–[20], etc. Product life-cycle management covers
requirement analysis, design, manufacture, usage, mainte-
nance, service, reuse, remanufacturing and scrap. It focuses
on monitoring real-time state, planning for the whole ser-
vice process, and coordinating fundamental benefits among
product, user and environment [35], [42], [43]. Through sup-
ply chain management, tagged products can be traced across
the supply chain and business event data can be exchanged
among supply chain partners in real-time [44]. Smart logis-
tics can enhance the adjustment to the market changes through
resource planning, warehouse management and transportation.
It can improve the quality of service, lower the prices of
storage and production [45].

We use an example to illustrate the general role of the
identity resolution system in IIoT. Product traceability is a
typical application of it, as shown in Fig. 3. From ware-
housing to selling, the production information is stored in
different information systems in a distributed and isolated
manner. This approach is not conducive to enterprise manage-
ment and service intelligence. Through the identity resolution
system, scattered product information can be correlated. Users
can obtain traceability information on the product by only
providing a unique identifier.

B. The Design Principles of Identity Resolution Systems
for the Industrial Internet of Things

1) Multi-Type Identity Subject Supporting: The types of
identification objects in IIoT are various, covering a wide
range, including materials, equipment, network elements,
services, operators, etc. So multi-type identity subject support-
ing is required in identity resolution system to meet the diverse
and customized needs in IIoT.

2) Compatibility: There are currently multi-standard, multi-
protocol, multi-identifier formats coexisting during industrial
production, which brings great challenges to retrieving and
understanding the data. Even in different departments of the
same company, the data standards used are sometimes dif-
ferent. As a result, inconsistent data caused the automatic
data analysis to fail to complete [46]. Therefore, hetero-
geneous resource identity management is becoming more
important. The identity resolution systems in the IIoT should
be compatible with the existing heterogeneous identification
and resolution methods both inside and outside the factory
to realize data interoperability. And other identifier formats
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Fig. 3. Application of identity resolution system in product traceability.

and retrieval protocols should be able to join the system
seamlessly.

3) Ultra-Low Latency: Industrial production is lower tol-
erance in latency than IoT [47]. However, identity resolution
systems in IIoT face more challenges in achieving ultra-low
latency, including 1) multi-identifier format mapping, 2) multi-
protocol conversion, 3) difference and customized demands,
4) very high data volume, and 5) high concurrency of the
resolving request.

4) Security and Privacy: IIoT connects tens of thousands
of assets and is closely related to industrial production and
personnel safety. Moreover, the service model of IIoT is com-
plex. The owners of the identification objects in IIoT are
intricate and may come from different countries and enter-
prises. Especially, the ownership of the object will change in
real-time based on the outcome of the transactions. Therefore,
the identity resolution system in IIoT should ensure secu-
rity and privacy, including authentication, privacy protection,
operation credibility, Anti-DoS/DDoS attacks, and critical
business information not be exposed during the resolving
process [48]–[50].

5) Fairness: The identity resolution service in IIoT should
guarantee fairness, providing neutral and unbiased services for
each user. Currently, mainstream identity resolution systems
mostly adopt a centralized architecture, and the root domain

is controlled by a single entity [51]. This kind of struc-
ture has a single point of risk and has raised many con-
cerns with industrial and political communities [52]. With
global trade development, corporate cooperation is deep-
ening, and applications such as supply chain management
may cross-enterprise or cross-national. Suppose the neu-
trality of resolution service is ignored. In that case, the
service node has the risk of being kidnapped by a spe-
cial authority, which may cause the service of enterprise
unavailability. In IoT, service failure will not bring critical con-
sequences. However, in IIoT, the interruption of processes will
impact production and bring potential physical threats [53].
Therefore, it is necessary to design an identity resolution
system in IIoT that is peer-to-peer, fair and co-managed by
multi-stakeholder.

6) Efficiency: The efficiency of a resolution system has
three aspects meaning, including 1) the description is efficient,
that is, the description of both the identifier and resolution
result of objects is sufficient and less redundant, 2) the archi-
tecture is efficient, that is, the architecture is robust with less
redundant, 3) the resolution mechanism is effective. On the
one hand, the format of the request and response packets is
sufficient and concise. On the other hand, the interaction and
authentication mechanism in the resolution service should be
reliable and brief.
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7) Scalability: The identity resolution services of IIoT
should be scalable. Its architecture needs to be forward-looking
in design and often requires a generic, modular model. A
scalable identity resolution system should have the ability to
expand to meet the demand in the future massive data sce-
narios and new identification schemes. The scalability of an
identity resolution system should be considered from the fol-
lowing two aspects: 1) scalability at the protocol level. A
proper identity resolution system should support the seam-
less addition of other identity resolution protocol subdomains.
2) scalability at the system level. On the one hand, it is nec-
essary to ensure sufficient identifier spaces to identify future
massive digital objects. On the other hand, the addition of
service nodes should have little or no impact on existing
services.

8) Customized Service Supporting: First of all, different
industries often have different requirements for resolution
services. For example, transportation has higher require-
ments for the delay, while forestry is more sensitive to cost.
Therefore, the resolution system in IIoT should be able to
provide the customized performance of services for different
industries. Besides, various applications often have differ-
ent requirements for resolving results. The resolution results
may include URLs, IP addresses, product profiles, logistics
information, etc. So the resolution system in IIoT should allow
users to customize the type of resolving results.

C. The General Function-Based Reference Framework for
Identity Resolution Systems

We summarize the key functions and properties, which
constitutes a general reference framework for reviewing an
identity resolution system. No matter how an identity resolu-
tion system implement, it needs to provide these functions
via different technologies. The different technology selec-
tion determines the natural pros and cons of systems. And
the function-based description framework we proposed can
make the deployment of the system in a specific application
more flexible. Because it can help researchers understand the
functional composition and technical selection of an identity
resolution system. It is useful for researchers to make trade-
offs based on requirements and design their systems for a
specific IIoT application. For example, due to the various
problems of traditional tree-shaped identity resolution systems,
many researchers build novel systems based on Distributed
Hash Table (DHT) [54] or blockchain [55]. In this process,
only some functions, such as the coding scheme, are retained.
At the same time, the resolution service is replaced by other
technologies.

Key functions of an identity resolution system contain the
identifier format, identifier allocation mechanism, registration,
resolution, data management, security, etc. According to the
service requirements, research status and the commonalities
of related standards, we focus on the five aspects of the iden-
tification, resolving, security and compatibility, as shown in
Fig. 4. In this article, we describe and compare systems based
on this framework in Section III and Section IV-B.

Fig. 4. The general reference framework for identity resolution systems.

1) Identification Scheme: The identification scheme is used
to assign and manage unambiguous identifiers of people,
goods, materials and industrial equipment involved in indus-
trial production. Thereby supporting awareness of the physical
world, information retrieval, and various related applications.
An identity scheme consists of two core issues, identifier
format and the way identifiers generated.

According to the structure, the existing identity format
can be divided into two types: hierarchical identifiers and
flat identifiers. Hierarchical identifiers are often cascaded by
multiple semantic characters, and it is usually human-friendly
but easy to be imitated and forged, such as domain names [56].
Hierarchical identifiers have many advantages, such as sup-
porting multicast by nature and strong scalability. In addition,
resolution requests have a long tail effect, that is, most requests
are used to access a small number of resources. Hierarchical
identifiers can cache the most frequently accessed resources
level by level to reduce the burden on service nodes. However,
the semantics of hierarchical identifiers limits the survival
time of the identifier to a certain extent. For example, if
the information of the owner is written in a sub-identifier
space, the identifier will be invalidated when the object owner
changes. Flat identifiers consist of a series of irregular numbers
or strings, usually got by hashing, which are always secure,
but difficult for humans to understand. So, it is not conducive
to human access to the information behind them. A flat identi-
fier often has a fixed length and can be matched more quickly.
Also, flat identifiers support self-authentication and have better
stability, compared to the variable-length hierarchical identi-
fier. However, the identifier space of flat identifiers is generally
bounded and identifier aggregation is not possible. As a result,
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the size of the database is often large, which limits the scal-
ability of the system. Essentially, the scalability problem is
open caused by non-aggregatable [57]. Besides, the change of
the resource content or the upgrade of the hash function may
cause the original identifier to be invalid, thereby affecting the
retrieval and query of the resource.

There are two existing identifier generation methods: cen-
tralized and decentralized. In a centralized manner, identifiers
are assigned and managed by identity service providers, which
is highly efficient and easy to manage. However, the problem
with centralizing trust has become evident in recent discover-
ies of mass surveillance and censorship programs as well as
information leakage through hacking incidents [58]. On the
contrary, there is no authoritative service node in a decen-
tralized identity resolution system, and decentralized identity
management is often introduced through public and private
keys. Users can generate their own identifiers without regis-
tering in a central authority. This method is safe and antitrust.
However, it needs to reach consensus across the network so
it lacks efficiency. Besides, a decentralized identity resolu-
tion system requires a reasonable mechanism to ensure that
identifier space resources are not abused and wasted.

2) Resolution Mechanism: A resolution mechanism defines
the retrieval process of resource, that is, describes how the
system queries corresponding information according to the
object identifier given by the user. According to the architec-
ture, the existing identity resolution system can be divided into
hierarchical architecture and flat architecture, and the corre-
sponding resolution schemes are hierarchical resolution mode
and flat resolution mode, respectively.

Hierarchical architectures often use a tree structure. In a
hierarchical identity resolution system, each service node man-
ages a domain, and the resolution service is done recursively or
iteratively. This type of structure has many advantages, such as
simplicity, scalability, and ease of deployment. However, they
also have limitations in robustness and fairness. Because the
hierarchical tree structure will face the risk of a single point
of failure, which limits the robustness. Besides, the power of
each service node is different, the root node has the highest
authority, and the parent node has higher authority than the
child node. Consequently, the parent node can block all child
node services, which leads to a defect in fairness.

In a resolution system with flat architecture, the man-
agement rights of each service node are equal. Therefore,
this kind of architecture can avoid the resolution services
being Kidnapped by other organizations through technical or
non-technical means. So, it can facilitate the construction of
decentralized, equivalence, and autonomous resolution ecol-
ogy. The flat structure can be implemented using DHT or
blockchain.

DHT is a class of distributed peer-to-peer storage system
without a central server. In an identity resolution system built
by DHT, each service node constitutes a P2P network, and the
entries are stored fairly on each service node through a certain
DHT protocol. When the resolving request comes, each ser-
vice node will forward it through the DHT routing algorithm,
until the request reaches the target node. Resolution systems
constructed in this way is fairer and more robust. However, this

kind of architecture and its corresponding resolution mecha-
nism has limitations in latency. The resolution complexity is
logarithmically related to the number of service nodes, and the
resolution efficiency is lower than the hierarchical resolution.
Moreover, its distributed resolution architecture does not have
a central node, which will obstruct data collection, and it is
difficult to mine and analyze the resolution data.

Besides, blockchain is a promising technology, which is
a distributed and decentralized ledger contains connected
blocks of transactions. In the resolution system built by the
blockchain, the entries are stored on each blockchain node,
providing trustworthy, transparent, tamper-resistant and con-
sistent resolution service by a group of nodes without a central
authority [59]–[61]. However, deploying blockchain demands
huge computing resources. Meanwhile, nodes should synchro-
nize massive block data and deal with numerous transactions,
which consume a lot of storage capacity and bandwidth.
So, these kinds of systems have shortcomings in resolution
efficiency and processing speed.

3) Security: Security and privacy are important for an iden-
tity resolution system, mainly including three aspects, that
is, end security, data security, and operational security, and
the detail is described as follows. 1) End security includes
client security and server security. Client security includes
the authentication of the client, privacy protection, and even
anonymous request in some specific scenarios. Also, the client
attack should be blocked, such as a reflection attack. Server
security includes the authentication of the server, anti-cache
poisoning, anti-hijacking, service registration abuse, DDoS
attacks, etc. 2) Data security includes security of transmis-
sion and data storage. It means that massive resolving requests
and responses are not stolen and tampered with during the
transmission of the public network. The above vision may
be achieved with the help of the public key infrastructure by
encrypting and generating information digest. On the other
hand, in the IIoT scenario, data is often stored in a distributed
manner rather than being centrally managed. Data storage
security is used to secure data during storage, i.e., data is
not exposed, stolen, and tampered with. 3) Operational secu-
rity means that the operations of the participants are following
their permission requirements. On the one hand, the resolving
request of clients needs to comply with their permissions. On
the other hand, the service provider should add, delete, and
modify the resolution entries legally, which may be achieved
via various access control techniques.

4) Compatibility: Compatibility is an important attribute
of the identity resolution system and determines whether the
system can be widely used. It mainly includes three aspects,
as follows. 1) Compatible with existing identity resolution
systems. There are two available approaches to make two iden-
tity resolution systems compatible currently. First, the data of
the original system be re-registered in the new system, so that
the new system can be compatible with the old system. Based
on this way, the service reachability is higher but the resource
cost is large. Second, there is no need to re-register and only
train a classifier at the entrance to the new system. When a
resolving request arrives, the specific system corresponding to
the request can be intelligently identified. The advantages of
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Fig. 5. Timeline of identity resolution milestones. Seminal projects are shown
on the left-hand side, while core standards are shown on the right-hand side.

this way are low overhead and multi-identity resolution system
interoperability support. But the classifier algorithm design is
more difficult. This kind of solution is suitable for scenar-
ios where it is not necessary to construct a unified identifier.
2) Compatible with enterprise information systems. Most com-
panies currently have their digital systems that provide local
identity resolution services. Therefore, the solution provided
by the identity resolution system for local resolution service
access needs to be considered. 3) Compatible with future
network architecture. The network architecture may evolve
in the future, such as IPv6, Information-Centric Networking
(ICN) [62]. So, it is necessary to consider its compatibility
with future networks. For example, some researches on the
Handle system shows how to deploy it in the Named Data
Networking (NDN) [63] and the generation of interest packet
and data packet [64]–[66].

D. Classification of Existing Identity Resolution Systems

In Section II-C, we give a general function-based reference
framework. This framework describes the functions provided
by every identity resolution system. Each system will adopt
different implementation and technical routes to achieve the
same function. Before introducing the specific functions of
these systems, we present the common coarse division of them
to help readers have a rough understanding of this field.

There are currently four influential standards and three
important projects, as shown in Fig. 5. Specifically, the follow-
ing have been standardized: Electronic Product Code (EPC),
Object Identifier (OID), Handle, and Ubiquitous ID (UID).
And the following are important projects: GNU Name System
(GNS), Blockstack Naming System (BNS), and Decentralized
Identifiers (DID). These systems can be classified by different
dimensions: based on design ideas and based on architecture.

1) Classification Based on Design Ideas: According to
the design ideas, the existing identity resolution systems
can be divided into the following three categories: 1) The
designed system is an upper-level application of DNS, pro-
viding Identity resolution service for various objects such as
goods, services, items, and information, etc., such as EPC,
OID, DID. 2) The designed system does not rely on DNS and
directly provides identity resolution services based on TCP
and UDP, such as Handle and UID. 3) The designed system is
a complete alternative to DNS, designed to replace the exist-
ing DNS infrastructure. And further, the designed system has
expanded the identification subject and resolving results to
support identity resolution services for users, organizations,
and things, such as GNS and BNS.

We first classified based on whether an identity resolution
system is based on DNS, since it is related to the performance
and robustness of the system. And whether based on DNS is
a very important point for examining an identity resolution
system. The details are as follows: 1) It affects the deploy-
ment difficulty and cost. 2) The DNS pitfall will be inherited.
3) Building an identity resolution system based on DNS will
affect the DNS as feedback.

The implementation difficulty and cost of the system
designed based on different design ideas are different. The first
type of identity resolution system is the easiest to deploy and
does not require changes to existing network infrastructure.
However, due to the application of the DNS infrastructure, the
service efficiency of such identity resolution systems is rela-
tively low. In addition, services that such systems can provide
are limited by DNS, so they are generally stiff. In contrast,
the second type of system is more flexible and supports new
service design. However, the design of such systems is more
difficult and the design cycle is longer. And the third type
of system is the most revolutionary, equivalent to redesign-
ing the DNS infrastructure. Such systems can not only solve
existing DNS problems but also be suitable for future network
needs. However, this system requires network device pro-
gram updates, which makes its design, implementation, and
propagation more difficult.

Building an identity resolution system based on DNS may
inherit the defects of DNS. The single point risk of DNS
may cause services to be hijacked by special organizations
through administrative or technical means. As a result, the
resolving service fails, which is intolerable in IIoT, because
it is related to production and efficiency. Besides, the single-
point structure of DNS is prone to overload, resulting in high
service latency and weak resistance to DDoS attacks. On the
other hand, DNS transmission in clear text and may face the
risk of privacy leakage. Attackers can listen to which identi-
fier the user requests to resolve, which may reveal business
secrets.

Moreover, if the identity resolution system is based on DNS,
a large amount of traffic in IIoT may be inflowed into DNS.
That may affect the operation of DNS. Since DNS is an impor-
tant infrastructure of the Internet and maintaining the stability
of DNS is essential.

2) Classification Based on Architecture: Based on archi-
tecture, the existing identity resolution systems can be divided
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TABLE II
THE CLASSIFICATION OF SURVEYED SYSTEMS

into the following two categories: 1) The architecture of the
designed system is centralized, which means that authoritative
servers often exist in the system to be responsible for identi-
fication allocation and security. Such systems are EPC, OID,
Handle, UID, etc. 2) The architecture of the designed system
is fully distributed and decentralized, that is, there is no cen-
tral authoritative server to ensure security, assigning identifiers
to new users, and no authoritative server to guide new users
to join the identity resolution service. Such systems are GNS,
BNS, DID, etc.

We classify based on the architecture of the system since
some applications in IIoT involve the choice of centralized
and decentralized systems. The centralized system has low
overhead and high efficiency and is suitable for the internal
management of an enterprise. A decentralized identity reso-
lution system often contains consensus mechanisms. In IIoT,
there are a large number of transactions and services across
companies and organizations. They often apply heterogeneous
identity systems and desire fair and equal cross-border iden-
tity services. The decentralized system can better match the
above-mentioned requirements. It supports multiple organiza-
tions to negotiate the transmission protocol and data format.
Besides, in IIoT, there are rapid growing decentralized dis-
tributed heterogeneous devices at the edge, and the identity
service between them can also self organize in a distributed
identity resolution system.

III. POTENTIAL IDENTITY RESOLUTION SYSTEMS FOR

THE INDUSTRIAL INTERNET OF THINGS

In the following sub-sections, we discuss the key func-
tions and properties of a number of identity resolution systems
according to the reference framework we present in Section II.
And further, give a comprehensive comparison in the next
section.

A. Electronic Product Code

1) Overview: Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a
non-contact automatic identification technology. It uses Radio
Frequency (RF) signal to automatic identity stationary or
moving objects. The RF tag is generally installed on the prod-
uct, and the data stored in it can be obtained by the RF reader.
Therefore, RFID can be used to track almost all physical
objects [67]. So it always used to manage the supply chain
of the company to reduce costs.

In 1999, MIT established the Auto-ID Center and proposed
the concept of EPC. After that, Cambridge University,
Adelaide University, and Fudan University successively par-
ticipated in the research and development of EPC. Currently,
EPCglobal, formed by EAN and UCC, is responsible for the
promotion and application of EPC in the world. EPCglobal
establishes and maintains an EPC network worldwide to
ensure automatic real-time identification of items. It let inter-
national trade transparent and visible, improving the efficiency
of the global supply chain. EPC system is based on Internet
technology and RFID. Each object is assigned a unique
code through global unified identification technology. In other
words, RFID is an integral part of EPC, and EPC is one of
the important applications of RFID. The basic idea of EPC is
to use existing computer networks and information resources
to store data, thus forming a network pointer with the smallest
amount of information.

EPC provides a unique identifier for a physical object, and
its system consists of the following three core parts, as shown
in Fig. 6. 1) EPC coding. It is the core and key of the EPC and
describes the coding scheme for identifying objects. 2) Radio
frequency identification system. It is used to automatically
acquire EPC. It is connected to the information system and
obtains information stored by the EPC tag through wireless
sensing. 3) Information network system. It is software sup-
port for the EPC system. It first processes the identifier read
from the Radio frequency identification system. Then return
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Fig. 6. The architecture of EPC.

the information corresponding to the identifier through the
resolving service.

2) Identification Scheme: EPC codes the entity, establishing
a global information exchange language via uniform coding.
EPC coding is an extension of the original global unified cod-
ing system and is compatible with the widely used EAN.UCC
coding standard. EPC coding is in all-digital form and is not
subject to the local language, economic level, political views,
and is a non-discriminatory code.

There are many kinds of EPC, corresponding different for-
mats and lengths. In general, an EPC can be divided into the
following four fields. 1) Version number. This field is used to
describe the length, type, and encoding structure of the EPC.
2) Domain manager. This field describes the corresponding
manufacturer’s information. The lengths of the Domain man-
ager of different types EPC are different. 3) Object Class. This
field is used to distinguish different product categories. Each
product corresponds to a class number in each EPC Domain
manager. EPC domain managers are subject to certain con-
straints when assigning object classes, in addition, it can assign
at will. 4) Serial number. This field indicates a specific prod-
uct within an object class under the corresponding manager
field. The storage capacity of EPC tags is relatively small, so
binary EPC is stored.

EPC does not contain any product information describ-
ing the product name, location, etc. The data stored in the
EPC includes the Embedded Information and the Information
Reference. Embedded Information includes item weight, size,
expiration date, and destination. The Information Reference
contains property information about the item. EPC system gen-
erates identifiers in a centralized way. And the act of assigning
a new EPC and associating it with a particular physical object
is called “commissioning”.

3) Resolving: EPC resolution service can be seen as a
simple lookup service. Through EPC resolution services and
network technology, information can be shared among trading
partners in the global supply chain. ONS plays an important
role in resolving service [69]. ONS relies on DNS. ONS server
does not store specific product information, but stores mapping
data. These mapping data describe the address of the EPC IS
storing detailed information of products. In general, the input
of ONS is EPC, and the output of ONS is the address of an
EPC IS in the form of a URL. Then the application can access
the resolved EPC IS address to obtain detailed information
about related items.

Specifically, EPC resolves iteratively, and the EPC resolu-
tion system is composed of four parts: TAG Reader, Local
System, DNS infrastructure, and EPC IS, as shown in Fig. 7.
(1) Tag Reader. The component reads an EPC from the
RFID TAG, which is a binary encoding. Then send the read
EPC to the Local System. (2) Local System. When an EPC
resolving request comes, the Local System first converts the
EPC into a standard resource identifier format “EPC URI”.
Then, EPC URI is passed to ONS Resolver. ONS Resolver
converts the EPC URI into a domain name format via a spe-
cific conversion method. Finally, ONS Resolver sends the
converted EPC domain name to DNS infrastructure via a
Naming Authority Pointer (NAPTR) request. When receiving
the NAPTR resource record returned by DNS, ONS Resolver
will extract the URI of the EPC IS server, and then sends a
query request. (3) DNS Infrastructure. This part follows ordi-
nary DNS rules. As mentioned above, ONS is an extended
application of DNS. It provides resolving service via the
NAPTR record. NAPTR is a type of DNS record that maps
between sets of URNs, URLs, and plain domain names and
suggests to clients the protocols available for communica-
tion with the mapped resource. When the DNS infrastructure
receives a domain identity resolving request from the Local
System, it returns NAPTR resource records or error messages.
(4) EPC IS. EPC IS stores specific product information cor-
responding to the EPC. It responds to user requests when the
query arrives.

In addition, ONS supports two types of resolution services,
static query, and dynamic query, as shown in Fig. 8. The
resolving results of the static ONS point to a fixed goods sup-
plier. That means a given EPC always points to the same URL.
The static ONS service enables related manufacturers in the
supply chain to form a serial chain. Therefore, it requires a
higher robustness of the system. Under static ONS serial chain,
if one server fails, the resolving will fail. The resolving results
of the dynamic ONS point to all managed entities in a supply
chain. In this way, more detailed information about the entire
life cycle of the product can be queried. And the failure of a
single node will not affect the entire service, so dynamic ONS
is more robust.

4) Security: The provided security mechanism of the EPC
system is mainly at the perception layer. And Application
layer security depends on the DNS because ONS is the upper
layer application of DNS. EPC system mainly enhances its
security from four aspects: EPC, EPC tags and readers, dis-
covery services, network information. And the solutions can
be roughly divided into two categories: EPC security and
access control. EPC security mainly enhances the security of
the encoding mechanism. In detail, an EPC is only simply
an identification number for a specific object and does not
contain extra information. That is, electronic tags cannot con-
vey meaningful information. And all production information
related to the EPC must be queried in the EPCglobal network.
Access control means consumer access to EPC tags is limited.
Users are restricted from accessing information through secu-
rity technologies such as authentication, interface control, and
firewalls. This ensures that only authorized users can access
EPC IS information.
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Fig. 7. The architecture of resolution system in EPC.

Fig. 8. The two kinds of resolution services in EPC.

5) Compatibility: As mentioned above, we can examine
the compatibility of an identity resolution system from three
dimensions, specifically, the compatibility with other existing
identity resolution systems, the compatibility with enterprise
local systems, and the compatibility with future network
architectures. The EPC system can meet the above three com-
patibility requirements by writing the URLs or URNs of
portal server of the other existing systems, the enterprise local
system, and the future identity resolution system in, respec-
tively. However, this is equivalent to re-registering these portal
servers in the EPC system, which will bring some additional
overhead.

B. Object Identifier

1) Overview: The OID system was jointly proposed by
ISO/IEC and ITU-T in the 1980s to identify various objects
and services in the IoT. OID adopts a hierarchical tree struc-
ture, and the root node is connected to three branches of
ITU-T, ISO, and Joint-ISO-ITU-T. An OID identifier con-
sists of a series of numbers and characters, supporting global
unambiguous naming of any type of object, including users,
network elements, network services, and other physical or log-
ical objects. And once identification, the identifier is valid for
life. ISO/IEC and ITU-T standardize the naming, transmission
coding, registration process, resolution mechanism, the man-
agement system of OID via ISO/ IEC 29168, ISO/IEC 29177,
ISO/IEC 9834, ISO/IEC 8824, ISO/IEC 8825, ISO/IEC15962,
and ISO/IEC1596 series standards.

The OID system is an upper-level application of DNS, pro-
viding OID services by mapping the OID tree as part of the

DNS tree. It has many advantages, such as flexible, scalable,
readable, and facilitating deployment. Also, the identifier space
of the OID system is unbounded, it can support massive indus-
trial data access in the future all over the world. Besides,
the OID system supports autonomous management within a
domain, and the manager can freely add sub-domains and ser-
vice nodes. OID is independent of network technology and
is not affected by the evolution of underlying equipment. At
present, the OID system has been widely adopted in ISO and
ITU standards and is currently widely used in electronic med-
ical, information security, network management, finance, food
traceability, and logistics, etc. For example, in information
security, the OID is used to indicate the hash function, pub-
lic key algorithm, grouping algorithm, and mode of operation
of the X.509 certificate binding. Nowadays, OID has been
widely used in RFID, sensors, QR codes, etc. for its advan-
tages of high efficiency, flexibility, compatibility, scalability,
and supporting multiple identify objects.

2) Identification Scheme: The OID system identify arbi-
trary objects such as users, network components, services,
tangible assets, and intangible data such as directory structures.
The OID adopts a hierarchical identity format, and its coding
rule specifies a path from the root node to the identity node.
OID provides three commonly used identity formats, namely
ASN.1 notation [72], dot notation [73] and OID-International
Resource Identifier (OID-IRI), among which point markers
and OID-IRI are the most widely used. A comparison of them
is shown in Table III.

• ASN.1 notation. Identifiers in this format start with “”
and ending with “”. Each sub-identifier space consists of
semantic text and numbers, separated by spaces. In detail,
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TABLE III
THE COMPARISON OF OID IDENTITY SCHEME

there are three ways to implement each sub-identifier
space: a) only described by numbers. It close to the
machine code. So, the resolution process is faster and
safer. But it is difficult for humans to understand and
is currently less used. b) described by semantic text,
followed by a numeric description. So they are human-
readable at the expense of efficiency, having information
redundancy in the description. c) described by semantic
text or semantic text and numbers joint. In this approach,
the numerical description of a few top-level identifier
spaces is voluntary, while the numerical description of
the lower-level identifier space is mandatory. This kind of
identifier considers both human readability and machine
retrieval efficiency, and the performance of it is between
the above two schemes.

• Dot notation. This format was first introduced by the
IETF. Its coding structure is standardized, in which each
sub-identifier space consists of only numbers and is sep-
arated by dots. Its description is more efficient and there
is almost no redundant information. Since consisting of
numbers, this kind of identifier is poorly readable, while
its retrieval is fast and safe.

• OID-IRI. This format was proposed in the 1990s. Each
sub-identifier space of OID-IRI consists of a series of
Unicode tags, and separated by slashes. Since consist-
ing of semantic text, its description lack of efficiency to
some extent and have a little redundant information. This
approach has the advantages of being universal, readable
and more flexible, allowing the autonomous definition of
identifiers within the domain.

3) Resolving: The OID system is a hierarchical tree struc-
ture and resolves in a recursive way [74], [75]. OID resolution
system (ORS) provides resolution service and responds to the
corresponding mapping data according to the input identifier.
At present, the ORS can support the resolution service of dot
notation and OID-IRI. Similar to the ONS, ORS also com-
pletes resolving operations through the DNS Fully Qualified

Fig. 9. The architecture of resolution system in OID.

Domain Name (FQDN) and the NAPTR record. The com-
plete resolution architecture of the OID system consists of
four components: application, ORS client, DNS client, and
DNS server. The relationship between them is as follows, as
shown in Fig. 9. (1) Application. This component is respon-
sible for generating and sending an OID resolving request to
the ORS client. The resolving request is consisting of an OID-
IRI, an ORS service type, and a security flag. Wherein the
ORS service type is a string used to identify the ORS service
and is used in the NAPTR resource record. (2) ORS client.
This component communicates with the application and the
DNS client through the functional interface. It receives the
OID resolution request sent by the application and the NAPTR
resource record returned by the DNS client. ORS client has
two main functions: a) When receiving the resolving request
from the application, this component converts the OID-IRI
into an FQDN. And then it sends a DNS resolving request
to DNS client to obtain the NAPTR record corresponding to
the FQDN. b) When receiving the NAPTR resource records,
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Fig. 10. The architecture of Handle.

the ORS client processes the NAPTR record. And then it
returns zero or more information and DNS response code to
the application. (3) DNS client. This component is responsi-
ble for receiving the DNS resolving request sent by the ORS
client. It will forward the request to the DNS server to obtain
the NAPTR resource record corresponding to the FQDN.
(4) DNS server. This component responds to the request of
the DNS client and returning the NAPTR resource record or
error message.

4) Security: The security of the OID system mainly relies
on the security mechanism of DNS. When a resolving request
is generated, the application can decide whether to use Domain
Name System Security Extensions (DNSSEC) [93] by setting
the security flag. In addition to this, OID does not pro-
vide other new security mechanisms. DNSSEC is a series of
DNS authentication mechanisms provided by IETF. It sup-
ports information digestion and digital signature through hash
operation and key encryption. With its help, the information
source authentication and information integrity verification can
be provided. When the security flag is 1, the OID resolution
process supports DNSSEC and requires the DNS server to sign
the returned NAPTR resource record.

In short, the ORS does not propose an additional security
mechanism, only allowing users to voluntarily use DNSSEC.
Because the identity of the resolution service provider can be
verified by the digital signature in DNSSEC, the security of
the server can be guaranteed. Also, the information digest can
be used to verify the correctness and completeness of the data.
However, the granularity of client permission division is rough,
so it is not suitable for the resolving of industrial critical data.

5) Compatibility: The OID system can compatibility with
other existing identity resolution systems, enterprise local

systems respectively by writing in the URLs or URNs of their
portal servers. In other words, it is necessary to re-register their
resolution servers or system portal servers in the OID system,
causing some overhead. However, the solutions to provide
compatibility with future network architectures are ignored,
and there are few kinds of research to solve this problem.

C. Handle

1) Overview: Handle is a global distributed universal iden-
tification service system, proposed by Robert Kahn in 1994.
It is presented to provide efficient, scalable, and secure global
identity resolution services. The Handle system is joined Next
Generation Network Research in 2005 and became an integral
part of the digital object registry in the GENI project. It is
currently operated, managed, maintained and coordinated by
the DONA Foundation. The Handle system is the earliest and
most used global digital object unique identify system, provid-
ing a identifier-to-value binding service. The identifier in the
Handle system is also called Handle and can be used to iden-
tify any digital object, such as information, services, and other
network resources. The Handle system includes a set of refer-
ence implementations for identifier spaces and open protocols.
Furthermore, it defines encoding rules, the data model, the
service model, the operation model, and a globally distributed
management architecture.

The Handle system does not rely on DNS and directly pro-
vides identity resolution services based on TCP and UDP. It
uses a hierarchical service model with multiple root nodes.
The top layer of the Handle consists of a number of parallel
Global Handle Registry (GHRs). The GHRs are equal and the
data is synchronized. And the lower layer consists of Local
Handle Service (LHS), as shown in Fig. 10. In the Handle
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system, GHR is isomorphic to LHS. Both of them consist of
one or more parallel service sites, each of which is a replica
of other sites. Also, each service site is composed of differ-
ent numbers of Handle servers, and all Handle requests are
eventually directed to the Handle server. The main difference
between GHR and LHS is their services offered. The GHR
is responsible for managing services, assigning prefixes, and
authorizing identifier spaces. While the LHS is responsible
for defining and maintaining the local identifier space. And
the prefix must be registered at the GHR. In a typical Handle
resolution process, clients can find the target service for each
Handle by querying the GHR.

The Handle system is designed for universal identification
services. It can serve a large number of entities and allow
distributed management over public networks. Also, because
its top-level services are equal and support the user-defined
identity method, it is more suitable for industrial scenar-
ios. Besides, Handle has characteristics of unique, persisting,
multiple instances, multiple attributes, extensible identifier
space and efficient distributed service model. It is widely
used in digital libraries nowadays and has attracted increasing
attention from academia, industry, and government.

2) Identification Scheme: The identifier in the Handle
system is called Handle. It adopts a hierarchical format, and
each Handle consists of two parts: a prefix and a suffix. The
prefix is its naming authority and the suffix describes a unique
local name under the naming authority. These two parts are
separated by the ASCII character “/”: <Handle> := <Handle
Naming Authority> “/” <Handle Local Name>

Handle Naming Authority, the prefix, is the creator and
manager of Handle. It consists of multiple non-empty nam-
ing authority segments, each of which separated by the ASCII
character “.”, forming a hierarchical tree structure. Handle
Local Name, the suffix, is defined by the naming authority and
should be unique within its local namespace. A Handle can
be globally unique in the system by its unique naming author-
ity and unique local name. For example, suppose a Handle
20.500.12357 /BUPT_FNL, the prefix of it is 20.500.12357,
that is, the naming authority is 20.500.12357. Moreover, its
suffix, that is, the local name, is BUPT_FNL. It is unique in
the Handle system.

The global identifier space of Handle can be thought of
as a superset of multiple local identifier spaces. Each local
identifier space has a unique prefix, and any local identifier
space can be added to the global identifier space by regis-
ter a prefix. Note that after adding to the Handle system, the
binding relationship between the local identifier and the value
will not change. In other words, a global identifier can be cre-
ated by simply using the combination of the local name and
a prefix. This feature of the Handle system is very important.
On the one hand, it helps to facilitate enterprises to add their
own information systems to Handle. On the other hand, it
can also make the Handle system more compatible with other
identification schemes.

3) Resolving: The Handle system provides binding services
between identifiers and values, and each Handle can be
resolved into a set of values. The type of each value is
predefined, and the value can be an item description, a message

Fig. 11. The architecture of resolution system in Handle.

digest, a URL, or other customized information. The Handle
system adopts a hierarchical resolution architecture and an
iterative resolution method. The Handle system consists of two
layers: GHR and LHS. And the complete resolution architec-
ture consists of three parts: Handle client, GHR and LHS, as
shown in Fig. 11. (1) Handle client. In the resolving phase,
this component first sends the prefix of the Handle to the GHR
to obtain the LHS service site information to which the prefix
belongs. After that, the complete Handle is sent to the cor-
responding LHS service site to obtain the resolving results.
(2) GHR. This component receives and responds to requests
for resolving the prefix of Handle sent by the Handle client.
The GHR retrieves the target LHS service site by querying
the registration information. Once retrieved, the service site
information will be returned to the Handle client. (3) LHS.
This component receives and responds to requests for resolv-
ing Handle sent by the Handle client. The LHS retrieves the
set of values corresponding to the identifier by querying the
local database. Once retrieved, the results will be returned to
the Handle client.

In addition, to improve the resolving performance, the
Handle client can cache the LHS service site information
returned by the GHR and use it for subsequent queries. Then,
based on the cached information, the client can directly send
the resolving request to the corresponding LHS service site
without asking the GHR. Also, unlike the single root struc-
ture of DNS, the top level of Handle is parallelized. Therefore,
the problems caused by centralized DNS management can be
partially alleviated. Besides, Handle allows registered LHS
to customize its local namespace and resolution mechanism.
Therefore, the Handle system supports seamlessly adding other
protocol subdomains, and can compatibility with other identity
resolution systems.

4) Security: The Handle system is implemented directly
based on IP protocol and does not rely on DNS services, mean-
ing that the DNS security mechanism cannot be used. In order
to ensure the security of the service, the Handle system has
designed a series of security mechanisms, and its main work
includes the following three parts.

(1) Administrator and privileges design. In the Handle
system, every value must have a data type specified in its
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Fig. 12. The challenge-response protocol flow in Handle.

type field. HS_ADMIN is a pre-defined Handle data type. And
users can set up one or more administrators for each Handle
by defining in terms of HS_ADMIN values. Any adminis-
trative operation (e.g., add, delete or modify Handle values)
can only be performed by the Handle administrator with ade-
quate privilege. In the Handle system, authentication of the
administrator is required before responding to any Handle
management request.

(2) The security of the Handle Client. The client can ini-
tiate two types of requests, resolving requests and managing
requests. A client needs to be authenticated before responding
to both types of requests. If clients initiate resolving requests,
the Handle server performs different resolution responses to
clients according to their different privileges. If a client initi-
ates a management request, the Handle system authenticates
the client via a challenge-response protocol. The challenge-
response protocol flow is shown in Fig 12, and Its specific
steps are as follows. First, the client sends a management
request to the Handle server. Next, the server sends a challenge
request to authenticate the client. Then, the client responds to
the challenge-response and signs it with its administrator pri-
vate key. Finally, the Handle server can authenticate the client
by verifying the digital signature based on the public key of
the administrator. If the verification fails, the client is noti-
fied. Otherwise, the Handle server will further check if the
administrator has adequate privileges. If so, the server per-
forms the management operation and reports success to the
client. Otherwise, a rejection message is returned.

(3) The security of the Handle server. The client can require
the Handle server to sign the response with a private key to
authenticate the Handle server.

In addition, the Handle system provides distributed data
management capabilities, supporting distributed, centralized,
cloud storage and other storage methods. So, the Handle
system has a stronger content protection mechanism and
anti-attack capability than DNS. Also, the Handle system
defines authentication mechanisms that support autonomous

Fig. 13. The ucR unit in UID.

management of data, access privileges, and user identities. So,
it is secure and reliable.

5) Compatibility: In a sense, Handle system compatibility
is more prominent in these surveyed systems. Because any
local identity resolution system can be added to the Handle
system by registering a prefix. This means that the Handle
system is not only compatible with other existing identity res-
olution systems, but also can seamlessly add local enterprise
information systems. In addition, the Handle system can com-
patible with other systems with minimal overhead. The system
to be added only needs to register a new prefix and store in
the GHR, and does not bring about large-scale data migration.
Moreover, there have been some academic studies focusing
on how to deploy Handle in the future network. For example,
some researches focus on how to wrap resolution requests in
Handle into an NDN interest package, and how to wrap the
resolution response in Handle into an NDN packet [64]–[66].
So that the Handle system can still be used normally in the
NDN network. Due to the real impact on whether a system
can be promoted is often its compatibility and deployment
difficulty. So, from a compatibility point of view, the Handle
system will be a promising identity resolution system, meeting
the three requirements we mentioned above.

D. Ubiquitous ID

1) Overview: UID is a context-awareness technology for
ubiquitous computing, describing objects and the relation-
ship between objects. The UID Center was established at
the University of Tokyo in 2003 and received strong support
from the Japanese government and companies. The UID stan-
dards are based on the extensive application of The Real-time
Operating system Nucleus (TRON). To date, more than 500
companies and organizations all over the world have partici-
pated in the release of the industry open standards specification
for UID standards and ubiquitous computing systems. UID
identifies physical or logical objects such as spaces, addresses,
concepts, etc. by ubiquitous code (ucode). And UID estab-
lishes associations between ucodes via the ucode Relation
model (ucR model). The main body of the ucR model is
ucR Unit, and Fig. 13 shows the structure of the ucR Unit.
Each ucR Unit consists of three parts: subject ucode, relation
ucode, and object ucode. The ucR Unit is used to indicate the
relationship between two ucodes. To describe multi-entity and
complex context information, UID further splicing multiple
ucR units into ucR Graph, as shown in Fig. 14.

Ucode can realize the identification and communication
of any object. It is an important technology to realize the
ubiquitous computing, IoT and M2M computing paradigms.
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Fig. 14. The ucR Graph in UID.

The ucode related technology was written into the ITU-T
international standard in October 2012. Currently, a series of
ucode-based Recommendations are being accelerated. They
are used to provide object identification, location description,
context understanding, and interaction between objects across
applications or across organizations. So that the optimal con-
trol is performed automatically without manual intervention.
Ucode has a good application base and can describe the con-
text, suitable for IIoT. It is expected to be used in applications
such as building management, food and medical product trace-
ability, factory facility disposal, tourism information services,
and public asset management.

2) Identification Scheme: Ucode is a hierarchical, fixed-
length format consisting of a series of human unreadable
numbers. Ucode has a basic length of 128 bits and supports
length extension. And the length of ucode can be extended
to an integer multiple of 128, such as 256-bit, 384-bit, 512-
bit, and so on. The ucode identifier space is managed in
a hierarchical structure consisting of two layers, a top-level
domain, and a second-level domain. Each ucode consists
of five fields: version, top-level domain code (TLDc), class
code(cc), second-level domain code (SLDc), and identification
code (ic). Fig. 15 shows the structure of a 128-bit basic width
ucode. The version is used to indicate the version of ucode.
The TLDc is used to represent the top-level domain manager
of the ucode. The cc field describe whether the ucode has
extended the base length and the boundary between SLDc and
ic. SLDc is used to indicate the secondary domain manager
of the ucode, which is assigned by the top-level domain man-
ager. Different types of ucode have different SLDc lengths,
and its specific length is determined by the cc. The ic field
is responsible for uniquely identifying the object. There are
also many types of ic, and the specific type is described
by cc.

Ucode supports the identity of multiple types of objects. In
addition to identifying physical entities, ucode can also iden-
tify abstract objects, such as concepts, locations, relationships,
etc., that can meet the diverse needs of industrial scenarios.
Moreover, ucode is fixed-length and made up of a series of
human unreadable numbers, so the matching of ucode is fast.

Fig. 15. The ucode (128-bit basic width) structure in UID [83].

However, the namespace of ucode is limited, and it is difficult
to meet the needs of massive data identification.

3) Resolving: As mentioned above, ucR Graph describes
the relationship between multiple objects and is stored in the
ucode relation database. The ucode resolution system receives
and responds to ucode resolving requests. The ucode resolution
system retrieves the corresponding ucR Graph in the ucode
relation database according to the identifier to implement
context-awareness.

Ucode adopts a recursive resolution way. The ucode
resolution system consists of four core components: ucR
Database Front-End (UDF), ucR Database Node (UDN), ucR
Vocabulary Engine (UVE) and ucode Information Service
(ucodeIS), as shown in Fig. 16. (1) UDF. This component is
deployed within the ucode infrastructure system and is respon-
sible for receiving and responding to ucode resolution requests.
After receiving the resolving request, the UDF requests the rel-
evant ucR Unit from the distributed UDN. Then it builds ucR
Graph based on these received ucR Units. Then, this compo-
nent describes the context corresponding to the ucode based
on the UVE. (2) UDN. This component is deployed in the
ucode infrastructure system and is an independent node in the
ucode relation database. It is responsible for participating in
the distributed storage of the ucR unit. (3) UVE. This com-
ponent is deployed within the application. Note that different
applications have different UVEs. This component is respon-
sible for providing semantic understanding and search logic
for the ucR Graph generated by UDF. For example, extracting
location information from ucR Graph is an application-specific
UVE. (4) ucodeIS. The component is deployed within a spe-
cific application and serves users based on the search results
of ucode.

Unlike other systems, the resolving results of ucode is
all relevant context information. The application then filters
out the required content in the returned context information
based on its specific needs and search logic. So, in UID, the
resolution results and the object description are more compre-
hensive. However, the system needs to collect ucR Units from
multiple distributed nodes during the resolving process, so the
resolution is a lack of efficiency.

4) Security: To meet the security differentiation require-
ments of different applications, the UID system divides
security functions from low to high into seven levels based
on the degree of security and privacy protection. In detail,
they are data corruption detection, anti-physical replication
and forgery, access control, tamper resistance, secure com-
munication with unknown nodes, support for time-based
resource management, and support for updates to internal pro-
gram and security information. Specifically, the UID system
ensures data security by constructing data corruption detection,
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Fig. 16. The architecture of resolution system in UID.

anti-physical replication and forgery, and secure communi-
cation with unknown nodes. Ensure operational security by
designing access control, supporting time-based resource man-
agement, etc. By designing the above seven security functions,
the UID system provides fine-grained and flexible security
solutions for applications, which can meet the differentiated
security requirements of different users.

5) Compatibility: Ucode does not provide a solution com-
patible with other identity resolution systems. In addition,
because the identifier length of the ucode is fixed, ucode
is not suitable as a metasystem that implements multiple
heterogeneous identifiers interoperability.

E. GNU Name System

1) Overview: GNUnet is a software framework for decen-
tralized, peer-to-peer networking. It developed by GNUnet
eingetragener Verein (GNUnet e.V.), and its initial release is
published on November 5, 2001. GNUnet offers link encryp-
tion, peer discovery, resource allocation, communication over
many types of transport, etc. The basic technology of GNUnet
is DHT. In DHT, data can be stored randomly and fairly
on multiple nodes via a certain protocol. GNUnet is a new
network protocol stack for building secure, distributed, and
privacy-preserving applications. It is typically run as an over-
lay network on top of the existing Internet infrastructure
forming the basis of a hybrid peer-to-peer mesh and relay
backbone for applications to run on.

GNS was proposed for the GNU project by the Technical
University of Munich in 2014 and is still being improved.
It can support distributed, censorship-resistant, privacy-
enhancing identity management, replacing the DNS and X.509
certificate authorities (CAs) with a more privacy-friendly but
equally usable protocol. In GNS, each user manages their own
zones by a general solution without the need for a central-
ized service provider. And the control of subdomains can be
delegated to zones managed by other users. Moreover, the
lookups of records are performed using the DHT algorithm.
For interoperability with DNS, domain names in GNS use
the pseudo-TLD “. gnu”. “. gnu” refers to the GNS master
zones and is also the starting point of the resolving process.

Fig. 17. The architecture of GNS with directed graph relationships.

Instead of insisting on a zone tree, GNS relaxes the relation-
ship between zones to that of a directed graph as shown in
Fig. 17. And that is the main difference between DNS and
GNS. The GNS has three core designs as described below.
1) GNS is a petname system. Each user can choose a nick-
name to declare themselves. Meanwhile, each user can select
a petname as a label to indicate a new acquaintance. This pet-
name is set to the nickname of the object by default. Users can
also assign a petname according to their preferences instead
of using the suggested nickname. 2) Drawing on the idea of
SDSI/SPKI, GNS allows users to delegate control of sub-
domains to other users. 3) Support privacy-preserving and
integrity protection. In GNS, key-value mapping, queries, and
responses are all encrypted.

Since GNS is intended to coexist with DNS, most DNS
resource records are used with identical semantics and binary
format in GNS. Besides, GNS defines various additional
records to support GNS-specific operations. Among them,
there are three types of newly defined records worth men-
tioning: PEKY, NICK, GNS2DNS. Their motivations, charac-
teristics, and indicator number are shown in Table IV. PKEY
records are used to implement secure domain delegation in
GNS and map petname to keys. PEKY records can be under-
stood as a secure variant of NS records in DNS. The difference
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TABLE IV
THE RECORD OF GNS

TABLE V
THE IDENTITY SCHEME OF GNS

is that the tree structure of DNS is replaced with a directed
graph through PKEY records in GNS. NICK records are used
by zone administrators to publish an indication on what label
this zone prefers to be referred to. This is a suggestion to other
zones what petname to use when creating a PKEY record.
GNS2DNS records are used to delegate service to DNS. The
data entity of them contains a DNS name followed by a DNS
server to use. GNS2DNS records are also similar to NS records
in DNS.

2) Identification Scheme: As mentioned above, GNS is a
petname system. A petname system uses three interrelated
types of identifiers at the same time to get three desirable
properties in one identity scheme, that is, memorable, global
and securely collision-free. These three types of identifiers
are: key, nickname, and petname, as shown in Table V.
Public Keys are principals defining a local identifier space.
And identifiers are only valid in the local identifier space
defined by that key. The public key is used for addressing,
while identifiers make it easy for human beings to manip-
ulate keys. In GNS, each user manages a zone. Each zone
corresponds to a key pair, a nickname, and multiple pet-
names. The public key indicates the manager of the zone.
petname is used for users to instruct other domain administra-
tors in their operation view, which can be arbitrarily specified
according to the user’s own preferences. Petname only needs
to be unique within the local identifier space. The nick-
name allows the zone administrator to provide suggestions for

other users to generate petname, which is published through
the NICK record. The nickname does not need to be glob-
ally unique, only not already be in use within his social
group.

The GNS identification scheme is very clever. GNS imple-
ments identity resolution services by combining the advantages
of public key, nickname, and petname. Public keys are used in
public network addressing, which are operated only by com-
puters, and do not need to be readable by humans. Meanwhile,
the petname is used in the user interface. It is not only readable
during human operation, but also securely collision-free due
to its local characteristics. Also, because users or businesses
have an incentive to let others remember their services, they
have an incentive to publish nicknames to provide suggestions
for other users to generate petnames. In addition, GNS also
designed a series of related resource records to complete the
mapping between names and public keys to ensure the effec-
tive work of the above mechanism. The GNS identity scheme
is wonderful, bypassing the necessary trade-offs that the three
characteristics cannot meet at the same time as pointed out
by the Zooko triangle. It can be both Securely collision-free,
global, and human-readable if needed. Besides, on the one
hand, GNS can coexist with DNS, on the other hand, the
function of GNS is not limited to traditional DNS. In addition
to identifying hosts like DNS, GNS can also identify users,
things, and organizations. This feature makes its application
in IIoT possible.
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Fig. 18. The resolution process in GNS.

3) Resolving: GNS is an alternative to DNS that maps
domain names to IP addresses. Similar to DNS, the GNS
resolution is performed sequentially through zone delegation.
And as long as the remainder of the identifier is not empty,
the resolving continues recursively with the remainder of the
identifier. The difference is that, in GNS, the domain name in
each user view is different, which is related to the petname
they set. So, the key to GNS resolution is the identifier switch.
In addition, since GNS is applied to GNUnet, naturally, GNS
resource records are published through the DHT algorithm.
For example, user Bob in the network knows the public key
of BUPT in real life. In order to facilitate his own operation,
Bob gave BUPT a petname: bupt. Then the mapping relation-
ship between bupt and its public key is stored in Bob’s zone
database. In addition, in order to let other users in the network
know the mapping relationship, Bob publishes bupt and its
corresponding public key via DHT by the PKEY record. Note
that the record is encrypted. Besides, in order for others to
access its webserver, BUPT publishes its public key and corre-
sponding IP address through DHT by A record. Note that this
record is also encrypted. Then we will exemplify the resolv-
ing process of GNS below, as shown in Fig. 18. Now, suppose
Alice wants to access BUPT’s webserver using the identifier
“www.bupt.bob.gnu”. Note that, every identifier in GNS uses
the pseudo-TLD “.gnu”, and “.gnu” is the starting point of the
resolving process. The resolution of GNS is performed in an
iterative way. The requester will continuously query the map-
ping data of each field in the P2P network. The detailed steps
are as follows. (1) First of all, Alice resolves the “.bob” field.

Since the GNS identifier actually indicates the zone delega-
tion path, Alice knows that bob has information about the bupt.
And according to her zone database, Alice can know the public
key corresponding to bob. (2) Then resolving the “.bupt” field.
After getting bob’s public key Pbob , Alice will query the pub-
lic key of bupt in the P2P network. (3) Alice gets the public
key corresponding to bupt through the pre-published PKEY
record from Bob. (4)vThen, Alice resolves the “.www” field
by initiating a query request to the P2P network. (5) Finally,
Alice resolves out “.www” through the pre-published A record
to obtain the IP address corresponding to “www.bupt.bob.gnu”.

4) Security: This part will consider the security of GNS
from the following aspects. Firstly, From the perspective of
system-level, because GNS is stored through the DHT algo-
rithm, all GNS queries go to the same, fully distributed global
infrastructure, rather than operator-specific servers. So GNS
can avoid attacks on specific servers, both technical and polit-
ical. Secondly, data security can also be guaranteed, that is,
records are safe during transmission and storage. Although
GNS public records are stored globally in a distributed man-
ner, they are cryptographically signed, so the privacy of users
is still guaranteed. Then, since both queries and replies are
signed, end security can also be provided. Finally, operational
security is also guaranteed. In GNS, its resource records are
encrypted, meaning that only people with permissions and
keys can get query results. Also, since the key-value map-
pings, queries, and responses in GNS are all cryptographically
signed, GNS can also provide integrity protection.

Besides, GNS provides a zone revocation mechanism. If
a zone’s private key gets lost or compromised, the key can
be revoked. Different from the traditional explicit query to
check whether a key has been revoked, GNS takes advan-
tage of P2P networks to spread revocation information through
flooding. Meanwhile, in order to prevent malicious nodes
from using this mechanism to initiate denial of service (DoS)
attacks, GNS requires that revocations include revocation-
specific proof of work. That is, the initiator of revocations
consumes expensive computing resources.

5) Compatibility: First of all, GNS achieves DNS compat-
ibility and interoperability by using the pseudo-TLD “.gnu”
and partially using the format of DNS records. In other words,
GNS is a complete alternative to DNS. Therefore, the deploy-
ment of GNS does not affect the normal use of DNS-based
identity resolution systems such as EPC and OID. From the
current evolution path of GNS, the best scene in which GNS
is applied to IIoT is the scenario where the distributed under-
lying network is required to adopt DHT. Finally, GNS is a
natural design under the characteristics of GNUnet’s fully dis-
tributed networking. So, the most suitable scenario for GNS is
a complete DHT network, and it is not suitable for a universal
network architecture with a central node. Therefore, GNS has
weak compatibility with future network architectures such as
ICN and SDN.

F. Blockstack Naming System

1) Overview: BNS is a radical re-design distributed nam-
ing system based on Blockstack, which is jointly proposed
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by Princeton University and Blockstack Lab. It is designed to
replace the centralized DNS. BNS can solve the storage lim-
itation and security problems of Namecoin [87], which is the
first system to build a decentralized naming system using a
blockchain. The core idea of BNS is to minimize the degree
to which users need to trust in a single party, like a DNS
root server or a root certificate authority. BNS builds a new
decentralized PKI system on the blockchain and enables users
to register unique, human-readable identifiers and associate
public-keys without any central or trusted party.

BNS consists of four layers, each of which can evolve inde-
pendently. BlockChain Layer and Virtualchain Layer belong
to the control plane, while Routing Layer and Storage Layer
belong to the data plane. The architecture of BNS is shown in
Fig. 19. (1) BlockChain Layer: Located at the bottom of the
system, it is used to store Blockstack operations and provide
consensus when writing operations. (2) Virtualchain Layer:
The operations on identifiers and the state of them are defined
as state machines in this layer. This layer can implement iden-
tifier registration, resolution, and management functions by
defining new operations and states. Besides, this layer stores
the identifier, the corresponding public key, and the hash value
of the zone file. Among them, the public key is used to verify
the signature of the data owner, and the hash value of zone file
is used to retrieve the zone file in the peer network and verify
the integrity of the zone file. (3) Routing Layer: Similar to
DNS, BNS stores routing information through zone files. The
difference is that in BNS, routing and actual storage of data
are separated so that multiple storage methods can coexist. In
the current implementation of BNS, hash value of zone file
and the corresponding zone file is stored via DHT-based peer
network [90]. And users do not need to trust the routing layer,
because they can verify the integrity of zone files by hashing.
(4) Storage Layer: This layer stores actual data. All stored data
is signed by the data owner. And users do not need to trust
the storage layer because they can verify signatures and data
integrity at the control plane.

BNS Decouples the security of identifier registration and
identifier ownership from the availability of data associated
with identifiers by separating the control and data planes.
And the Bootstrap trust problem is solved in a decentral-
ized way by underlying blockchain to realize the joining of
nodes without a trust center. Also, the identity and information
integrity verification mechanism is provided. The designing of
the Virtualchain layer enables defining new operations will not
change the underlying blockchain. That can keep complexity
and logic outside of blockchains. Moreover, BNS Separates
routing from storage, so the choice on the actual storage
system is unrestricted.

2) Identification Scheme: BNS is an alternative to DNS,
which aims to remove the single root of DNS in a distributed
service manner. Therefore, BNS does not provide a new iden-
tification format. In BNS, identifiers generate in a distributed
way. And in order to avoid front-running where an attacker
can race the user in registering the identifier, BNS designs
a two-phase commit process. In this mechanism, the process
of registering a identifier requires the user to go through two
steps, preorder and register. The first user to successfully write

Fig. 19. The architecture of BNS.

both a preorder and a register transaction is granted ownership
of the name.

3) Resolving: As a distributed alternative to DNS, BNS
provides similar functionality with DNS but without any cen-
tral root servers. The input to the BNS infrastructure is a
human-readable identifier and then it returns an IP address
or URL. And BNS stores routing information through zone
files, and its zone file has the same format as DNS zone files.
Specifically, BNS can be divided into three parts: BNS dis-
tributed infrastructure, trust zone, and peer network, as shown
in Figure 20. (1) The BNS distributed infrastructure consists
of multiple blockchains, and each blockchain corresponds to a
identifier space. Similar to DNS, the information of top-level
domains (identifier spaces) is registered on a root blockchain.
Similarly, records in TLDs also point out the addresses of other
blockchains registered in that TLD. (2) Trust zone refers to
the local network, including end-users and local BNS servers.
Among them, the local BNS server fetches data from the
decentralized blockchain networks and keeps a local copy that
is continuously synced with the blockchain networks. And it
returns request responses to the end-user. (3) The Peer network
stores the actual BNS zone files. It is worth mentioning that
the Peer network is not within the trust zone. Users can verify
the authenticity and integrity of zone files by the hash value
of zone files.

4) Security: The security of BNS is mainly designed in two
aspects, both of which are proposed for the architecture of dis-
tributed, non-central authority nodes. First of all, since there
is no central identifier assignment and censorship institution,
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Fig. 20. The resolution process in BNS.

anyone can create a identifier space or register identifiers in a
identifier space. So how to perform effective and secure identi-
fier creation is a problem that needs to be solved. On the one
hand, in order to avoid front-running where an attacker can
race the user in registering the identifier, BNS designs a two-
phase commit process. Only a user goes through two steps:
preorder and register can register the identifier successfully.
On the other hand, BNS specifies the expense of creating a
identifier space or registering identifiers in by defining intel-
ligent pricing functions. By defining pricing functions, BNS
can not only guide the preference of naming of people but also
prevent people from registering a lot of identifiers or identifier
spaces that they do not intend to actually use. Secondly, since
there is no trusted central node in the BNS, the trust zone only
includes local networks that the user can control. So, in order
to ensure that the information obtained by users is authen-
tic, BNS provides a hash verification mechanism. Specifically,
users can verify the authenticity and integrity of both zone
files and data through hash operations.

5) Compatibility: First of all, as a complete replacement
system of DNS, BNS has not yet provided a DNS-compatible
solution. This means that if an end-user initiates a DNS query
request, this user needs to send it to the Local DNS Server,
but not to the Local BNS Server. In other words, the current
Local BNS Server does not have the ability to recognize this
is a DNS request, nor can it delegate the service to a DNS
domain. In addition, because the format of the zone files of
the BNS is the same as that of the DNS, the deployment of
the BNS does not affect the DNS-based identity resolution
systems such as OID and EPC.

G. Decentralized Identifiers

1) Overview: DID was proposed by the W3C DID Working
Group in 2019. DID is a new, valuable, and worthy mention

of a distributed identifier project that deserves continued
follow-up. DID work is in full swing and has not yet been
standardized. Currently, only drafts are published and com-
ments are solicited, and the draft document may be updated,
replaced or obsoleted by other documents at any time. So,
we do not go into too much detail about this project but just
talk about the highlights of the current version that is worth
knowing.

DID is a new type of identifier to provide verifiable, decen-
tralized digital identity. This new type of identifier can be
registered, resolved, and used without any centralized registry,
identity provider, or certificate authority. The DID system can
be roughly divided into three parts: Client, DID Resolver, and
Decentralized Identifier Registry, as shown in Fig. 21. First of
all, the DID method is stored in the Decentralized Identifier
Registry. In order to be able to declare a decentralized, globally
unique method without a central node, DID gives a feasible
solution, which is to use the blockchain’s distributed ledger
technology (DLT) for storage. Whenever a new DID method
is generated, the consensus is required. Moreover, each DID
Resolver can resolve multiple DID methods, and the client
can invoke the DID Resolver through local/remote bindings.
In addition, the DID resolver can also delegate some resolving
functions to other DID resolvers, and multiple DID resolvers
jointly provide the resolving service.

2) Identification Scheme: A DID is a globally unique iden-
tifier that does not require a centralized registration authority.
And a DID is a simple text string consisting of three parts:
URL scheme identifier (did), Identifier for the DID method,
and DID method-specific identifier. Therefore, the key to
ensuring that the DID is globally unique is to guarantee that
the DID method identifier is globally unique. DID provides a
reference implementation, that is, registering the DID method
identifier in a DID method registry constructed by a distributed
ledger or other decentralized networks. So that distributed
users can form a consensus when a new DID method identi-
fier generating. In addition, the system also provides a DID
URL naming scheme. That is, more specific parameters such
as service and version description can be added after the basic
DID, so as to obtain more specific results in the resolving
process.

3) Resolving: DID system can resolve the DID/DID URL
into a DID document or more specific resolving results.
Among them, if the input is DID, the process is called resolv-
ing in DID. While if the input is a DID URL, the process is
called dereference. The specific resolving process of DID is
shown in Fig. 21. (1) Client initiates a dereference request,
assuming the DID URL is “did : M1 : 1234; service =
agent/ path? Query, options”. (2) After receiving the resolv-
ing request from the client, DID resolver R1 delegates part of
the DID resolution to DID resolver R2 that supports resolv-
ing the DID method M1. (3) The DID resolver R2 sends a
resolving request to the decentralized identifier registry con-
taining M1 and then obtains the DID document corresponding
to the DID. (4) DID resolver R2 returns the DID document
to R1. (5) DID resolver R1 further dereferences the parame-
ters of the DID URL and returns the site information of the
requested service to client.
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Fig. 21. The architecture and resolution process of DID.

4) Security: Since the distributed DID system does not
have a central authority node, so how to ensure the security
of it is very important. Firstly, the blockchain is difficult to
tamper with and supports restoration after malicious updates.
Moreover, the change of entry is undeniable. Secondly, users
can verify whether DID documents have been tampered
with through cryptography. In addition, users can authen-
ticate the service endpoint. It is the responsibility of the
service endpoint provider to comply with the requirements for
authentication and to verify through the protocols supported
by the service endpoint. Besides, DID supports deactivat-
ing DID files by replacing them with updated DID files.
Also, DID supports a certain number of trusted parties to
recover keys.

IV. COMPARISON OF SYSTEMS

In this Section, we first compare each system based on the
principle proposed in Section II-B. And we further discuss
whether these systems could meet the needs of IIoT. We hope
that the principle-based comparison can help readers choose
the identity resolution system according to their require-
ments. Then, in Section IV-B, we compare systems based
on the function-based framework proposed in Section II-C.
We discuss the differences bring by different technology
selections when each system realizes the same function. We
hope this comparison can help readers better design their
systems.

A. Principles-Based Comparison of Systems

In this part, we exam each system by the principles, as
shown in Table VI and Table VII. And further, discuss whether
they are suitable in IIoT and what the gaps are in meeting IIoT
requirements. The work of DID is still in progress and may
change at any time, so we do not discuss it too much.

1) Multi-Type Identity Subject Supporting: Which identity
entities can be supported is mainly determined by the iden-
tity approach. The above systems all support multiple identity
subjects. In addition, because GS1 and UID provide physical
layer solutions, they are more used to identify physical objects.

2) Compatibility: In IIoT, enterprises usually already have
their own internal identifying and resolving mechanism. All of
the above systems can be compatible with existing enterprise
identity resolution systems by assigning identity prefixes to
enterprises. The difference is that if it is added to the OID,
Handle, GNS, and BNS systems, the enterprise can keep its
original identifier format in the subdomain, while if it is added
to the EPC or UID system, the enterprise products need to
re-identify according to the system rules.

3) Latency: First, from the perspective of architecture,
EPC, OID, Handle, UID, and DID use a hierarchical reso-
lution mechanism, so the cache can be fully utilized to reduce
the resolution delay. while the resolving of GNS and BNS
will use DHT, which may cause a large delay. In addition,
the registration delay and resolution delay of BNS need to be
considered separately. In BNS, reading the status of the iden-
tifier is fast and cheap, but writing the identifier is slow and
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TABLE VI
PRINCIPLES-BASED COMPARISON OF SYSTEMS

expensive. Because registering and modifying the identifier
requires one or more transactions to be sent to the underly-
ing blockchain, and the BNS node will not process them until
fully confirmed. In particular, in order to prevent name front-
running, a two-phase commit process is used in BNS which
needs two transactions. And only the pre-order transaction is
confirmed by sequential blocks, the registration transaction can
be confirmed. So the registration process should be delay by
several blocks. Also, the throughput of the blockchain is lim-
ited. So the block generation interval is basically fixed and
relatively long, resulting in a high delay for the identifier to
be actually registered on the blockchain. The resolving delay
is not much different from the normal reading of the database.

Secondly, from the perspective of protocol, the resolv-
ing in DID is HTTP-based. And requests in EPC and OID
will be resolved in two steps, DNS resolution, and product
information retrieval via HTTP based on URL. The HTTP is
based on TCP connections, and the response delay is roughly
the sum of the DNS domain name resolution time, the TCP
connection establishment time, and the HTTP transaction time.
The delay is relatively high. In contrast, handle, UID, GNS,
and BNS are directly based on the transport layer, resulting
in smaller message volume and lower delay. In particular,
the Handle protocol is designed so that messages may be
transmitted either as separate datagrams over UDP or as a
continuous byte stream via a TCP connection. Therefore, the
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TABLE VII
PRINCIPLES-BASED COMPARISON OF SYSTEMS (CONTINUED)

service provider can use TCP in the management phase and
UDP in the resolving phase with frequent queries, thereby
reducing service delay.

4) Security and Privacy: First of all, In IIoT, there are
widespread distributed edge devices and users, and DDoS
attacks may be an important issue for EPC, OID, Handle,
UID and DID that use a tree structure [94]. And as the
upper application of DNS, EPC and OID may also face the

risks brought by DNS. Because DNSSEC just could pro-
vide authentication and integrity, and does not protect DDoS
attacks so these type of attacks are still very much a secu-
rity issue when it comes to DNS [95]–[97]. And there is not
any evidence to date that the GHR can handle a similar load
in addition to protecting against the massive DDoS attacks
seen on the Internet today [98]. In contrast, the bottom layers
of P2P-based GNS and blockchain-based BNS are both P2P
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networks, which naturally resists DDoS, but makes it easier
to hide the traces of attackers [99]. Fortunately, decentralized
architecture reduces the damage of DDoS. Especially for the
blockchain, each node has complete information and can verify
the validity of other nodes’ data. Therefore, even if a cer-
tain node is attacked, the remaining nodes can maintain the
entire blockchain system normally, which can effectively resist
DDoS. Also, the blockchain uses a consensus mechanism
to replace the central authentication mechanism. If the user
authentication function of the traditional system is attacked,
all user data may be modified. Blockchain does not require
a third-party trust platform. Attackers must control at least
51% of the computing power of the entire network to tamper
with data, which greatly increases the cost and difficulty of
the attack. Moreover, in EPC and OID, the system is mainly
controlled by government departments or a core enterprise.
This kind of central control system has the following hid-
den dangers: information tampering, label copy, accountability
difficult [100].

Secondly, DNS responds equally to everyone’s request.
Therefore, all data in DNS is visible and cannot support confi-
dentiality, access control, or other services that can distinguish
user identities. This may hinder the further application of EPC
and OID in IIoT. Because in IIoT, fine-grained access control
design allows enterprises to open data to its partner organiza-
tions more flexibly. In contrast, by default, the Handle client
does not require any authentication when resolving. The client
must be authenticated when requesting private data and per-
forming remote management operations. The handle system
uses the same tools for secure communications such as PKI,
TLS, SSH, etc [101]. And in GNS, its resource records are
encrypted, meaning that only people with permissions and
keys can get query results.

Then, systems such as EPC and OID that are based on
DNS face the risk of privacy exposure. Because DNS packets
are transmitted on the network in plain text, the attacker can
see which identifier the user requests to resolve. Therefore,
the resolving operation may reveal business secrets such
as the core production process. In the Handle system, the
client can establish a secure session with the server, and
the communication process within the same session will
be encrypted. Moreover, the resolving process of GNS is
based on DHT routing, and the transmission of information
is scattered between nodes without passing through a cen-
tralized node. Therefore, the possibility of eavesdropping
on the user’s resolving request is reduced, thereby greatly
improving the flexibility and reliability of the anonymous
request.

Besides, EPC and UID also provide Anti-physical replica-
tion, tamper, and forgery.

5) Fairness: Fairness is to evaluate whether the services
provided are neutral and non-discriminatory. The fairness of
a system mainly depends on the system architecture and the
resolving approach. In general, if the service of some nodes
will fail due to being blocked by other nodes during the
resolving process, then the fairness of this system needs to
be improved. Service block in IIoT will bring more serious
consequences than consumer IoT [53].

EPC, OID, and UID are all tree structures, and their
data is managed in the multilevel hierarchical structure, the
information server address is not registered directly in the data
entry. The resolution server address which manages the data
file of a lower layer to be searched next is registered in the
data file of an upper layer. Therefore, the upper-layer nodes
can block the services of the lower-layer nodes, which is unac-
ceptable in IIoT. Also, Handle use a tree structure, but its top
layer consists of several parallel GHRs. The GHRs are equal
and communicate with each other to synchronize data. So,
Handle is fairer than the above systems.

In contrast, although domain delegation is also required
when resolving hierarchical identifiers, GNS uses a graph
structure, which is fairer than the tree structure. In the
tree structure, all the resolving requests of child nodes are
forwarded from just one upper node. While in GNS, the sub-
identifier-spaces node is registered in more than one upper
node. When an upper node refuses to forward requests to a
lower node, this function can be completed by other nodes
(paths). This is equivalent to weakening the control of the
upper node to the lower node, making the power gap between
nodes smaller, avoiding possible single-point bottlenecks, and
promoting the provision of more unbiased services.

Even if BNS is a tree structure, it is fairer than a traditional
tree structure based system. Because in BNS the information
for top-level domains (identifier spaces) is registered on a root
blockchain, no longer a root node. So, the upper node cannot
block the user’s service request to the lower node.

Delegation to multiple DID resolvers in the sequence is
needed when DID resolving. But how these DID resolvers
managed does not mention yet in the current version. So,
it is difficult to exam whether the service may be blocked.
Besides, a client could query multiple DID resolvers and com-
pare results, which can solve the unfairness caused by a single
point to some certain.

6) Efficiency: In general, from an architectural perspec-
tive, EPC, OID, UID, Handle are more efficient as centralized
systems. But EPC, OID, and DID all use HTTP in the resolv-
ing process. HTTP encapsulates the header on the transport
layer protocol, which generates additional overhead.

From the perspective of resolving results, the output of EPC,
OID, GNS, BNS, and DID are all server address, which is
more concise and efficient. The resolving result of Handle
supports customization and the metadata is well defined, while
some effectiveness is sacrificed.

GNS based on graph structure is more robust and fair at the
cost of effectiveness. The same lower-level node will be reg-
istered in multiple upper-level nodes, which is redundancy.
Also, the bottom of P2P-based GNS and blockchain-based
BNS and DID are P2P networks. The maintenance mecha-
nism of the P2P network is complex, especially when the
network fluctuates caused by frequent addition and withdrawal
of nodes.

Besides, when the blockchain-based BNS is applied in IIoT,
its lack of effectiveness is worth considering. The consen-
sus mechanism of the blockchain is expensive. And compared
with the traditional centralized database, it also requires more
storage.
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7) Scalability: In the future, a large number of devices will
be accessed to IIoT. First of all, the size of the identifier space
will affect the scalability. The identifier space size of EPC
and UID is fixed, which may become a bottleneck for system
expansion, while that of the other systems mentioned above is
no limitation.

From an architectural perspective, in the IIoT scenario, scal-
ability may be an important issue for a central tree-shaped
system due to single-point bottlenecks such as EPC, OID,
Handle, and UID. In particular in the fast-developing of edge
computing and storage era.

The P2P-based GNS is more scalable. In the P2P network,
each node is both a server and a client, which reduces the
requirements for computing and storage capabilities of tradi-
tional C/S structure servers. In P2P networks, as users join,
not only the demanding increases but the capabilities of the
overall system are expanding simultaneously. At the same
time, because resources and services are distributed across
multiple nodes, the load balance of the entire system can be
realized.

When BNS and DID based on blockchain are applied to
IIoT, there may be a bottleneck in scalability. On the one
hand, the blockchain can only be appended, and historical
data is fully recorded. This mechanism provides decentral-
ized security but also affects the scalability of the blockchain.
As the number of nodes and transactions increases, blocks
will grow rapidly, occupying a large amount of storage on
nodes. On the other hand, as the core of the blockchain, the
consensus mechanism determines the scalability at the basic
level. When the scale of the blockchain network is large,
the consensus of the entire network may become an arduous
task. Reference [102] studied the scalability of the blockchain
and analyzed the transaction throughput rate and transaction
processing scalability of multiple consensus mechanisms.

8) Customized Service Supporting: From the perspective
of the protocol, to obtain the information corresponding to
the identifier in the EPC, OID, or DID system, the HTTP is
required. However, the identity subjects and service providers
in IIoT may be resource-constrained terminals and sensors,
and may not all support HTTP transmission.

Handle, UID, GNS and BNS use transport layer proto-
cols. To support the transport layer protocol, a client program
needs to be run, which is not friendly for some users in
IIoT. For example, users only have a personal computer, their
pre-installed browsers can support HTTP. However, a new pro-
gram needs to be installed to support Handle, GNS, and other
systems based on transport layer protocols. Also, the consen-
sus mechanism and the append-only accounting mechanism of
the blockchain will consume a lot of computing and storage
resources, and not all IIoT nodes can provide it.

In particular, the Handle system supports the customization
of communication protocols, including TCP, UDP, and HTTP.
The service provider can specify the protocol used by set-
ting a value in the resolving result. For example, a resolving
result may state the service site is composed of 3 servers.
Among them, server 1 listening two ports 2641 and 2642.
And it uses TCP/UDP for resolving and TCP for manage-
ment. The customed transmission protocol is more friendly to

IIoT scenarios with multiple type terminals. Moreover, differ-
ent protocols correspond to different delays and costs, which
can be chosen to meet different industry service requirements.

From the perspective of resolving results type, the Handle
system supports the resolving result type customization to
meet the specific service requirements. The mapping data of
other systems can only be addresses such as URL or IP, and
cannot meet the specific needs of services in terms of protocol,
delay, overhead, and resolution content.

9) Lessons Learned: Key lessons learned from discussing
whether systems can meet the IIoT principles are summarized
below.

• The service delay will be affected by both the system
architecture and the communication protocol. Centralized
systems are generally faster than decentralized systems.
Moreover, systems based on the transport layer protocol
have lower latency than HTTP based. And it is better
to use UDP for resolution with large volume and low-
reliability requirements, while TCP/HTTP can be used
for transmitting management information.

• Fairness depends on the structure of the system. The tree
system lacks fairness because the upper nodes can block
the lower nodes. The system of graph or net structure is
fairer, which is mainly realized by DHT or blockchain.

• The structure, transmission protocol, and resolving results
all affect the effectiveness of the system. Distributed
systems generate a lot of cost for distributed consensus,
sacrificing effectiveness. From a protocol perspective,
because HTTP encapsulates headers and brings additional
overhead, the efficiency is lower than that of transport
layer protocols. The current types of resolving results
can be divided into information server addresses and pre-
defined metadata. It is more concise and efficient to use
the addresses as resolving results.

• When measuring the scalability of a system, the size of
the namespace and system structure should be considered.
If the size of the namespace is fixed, it may become a bot-
tleneck when IIoT develops rapidly in the future. Besides,
a tree-structured system may have poor scalability due to
a single point bottleneck. And blockchain-based systems
may face scalability challenges due to limited throughput.
At present, it seems that the system with better scalability
is constructed using DHT.

• The system can support service customization by support-
ing transmission protocol and resolution type selection.
The transmission protocol affects the performance of the
service and the types of terminals that can use the service.
Enterprises should choose the appropriate protocol and
define the corresponding resolving result type according
to the scenario.

B. Comparison of Systems Based on Technical
Support for Key Functions

In this part, we present a systematic comparison of the
mentioned systems from the perspective of technology selec-
tion, using DNS as a benchmark. A system always has natural
pros and cons, which are often determined by its supporting
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TABLE VIII
SUMMARY OF THE BASIC INFORMATION FOR THE COMPARED SYSTEMS, USING DNS AS A REFERENCE

technology. The characteristics are not absolute. The natural
disadvantages may be insignificant in a certain application,
and its advantages are exactly what the application needs.

This part can help researchers understand the functional
composition and technical selection of an identity resolution
system. And it can further inspire researchers to make trade-
offs based on requirements and design their systems flexible
for a specific IIoT application. Since the work of DID is still
in progress, this section also will not describe its details too
much.

1) Basic Information: The basic information of the com-
pared system is shown in Table VIII. These systems are at
different stages of development. Among them, EPC, OID,
Handle, and UID has been standardized and relatively mature.
As new projects, GNS, BNS, and DID are still being
developed, and GNS and DID are undergoing standardiza-
tion work. Although each system has different objectives
and application scenarios, they have similar key functions,
as described in Section II. At the same time, even though
the common function of the presented systems is generating,

assigning and managing identity and resolving the corre-
sponding content, each system achieves these functions from
different ways. As described above, EPC, OID, Handle, and
UID are centralized architectures, which are easier to imple-
ment. And as a new trend, GNS, BNS, and DID adopt a
decentralized structure, which is a challenge to the existing
technology and is not easy to achieve. GNS, BNS, and DID all
adopt distributed technology to realize their respective func-
tions, mainly including DHT and blockchain. Further, it is
worth mentioning that, as a GNUnet naming service, GNS
has requirements for the underlying network and needs to
develop node software, so it is difficult to deploy in existing
networks.

2) Identification Scheme: Identifying objects is a core func-
tion of the identity resolution system and has a profound
impact on all aspects of the system. As mentioned above,
there are two types of identifier format, that is, hierarchical
or flat identifiers. And each approach has its own charac-
teristics. Hierarchical identifiers are often human-readable,
easy to aggregate, and convenient for domain delegation. Flat
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TABLE IX
SUMMARY OF THE IDENTIFICATION SCHEME FOR THE COMPARED SYSTEMS, USING DNS AS A REFERENCE

identifiers can avoid location-identity binding, which is more
secure. According to Table IX, it can be found that almost all
the mentioned systems use hierarchical identifiers, which is
easier to implement. And in academic research, flat identifiers
can be seen a lot more [103]–[105]. In addition, in the Handle
system, the identifier is composed of a prefix and a suffix,
where the prefix is hierarchical and the suffix is customized,
so it can be either hierarchical or flat.

A point worth discussing is how the identifier is generated.
Generally speaking, the method of generating identifiers is
closely related to the architecture of the system. Centralized
systems often use centralized identifier generation methods,
while decentralized systems often use decentralized identi-
fier generation methods. Specifically, a centralized identifier
generation method means that an organization that wants to

obtain an identifier needs to submit an application to a pub-
lic authoritative server. When the application is approved, the
new identifier will be registered under the authoritative server
as a subdomain of the identifier space. While in decentralized
identifier generation methods, such as GNS, BNS, and DID,
identifiers are not assigned by authoritative service nodes, but
1) generated by technical means that do not cause conflicts,
such as public keys. 2) Obtained through consensus, such as
blockchain. Obviously, the decentralized identifier generation
method is more difficult to implement because it needs to
consider a lot of issues, such as how to resolve conflicts, cyber-
squatting, and how to let other users know the existence of an
identifier.

Another issue that needs to be discussed is the iden-
tifier space, which can be bounded or unbounded. If it
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TABLE X
SUMMARY OF THE RESOLVING APPROACH FOR THE COMPARED SYSTEMS, USING DNS AS A REFERENCE

is a hierarchical identifier, bounded identifier space means
that it consists of multiple fixed sub-identifier spaces.
Correspondingly, unbounded identifier spaces often consist of
multiple unfixed sub-identifier spaces. Identifier spaces for flat
identifiers are generally bounded. A major argument about
identifier spaces is the trade-off between capacity and effi-
ciency. Fixed-length identifiers can be matched faster, but the
number of identifiable objects is limited, this is the opposite of
unfixed-length identifiers. In addition, each sub-identifier space
can be composed of characters or numbers. The two choices
mainly depend on the trade-off between human readability
and efficiency. Character-based identifiers are often easier for
humans to understand, but they bring information redundancy,
that is, the description is not effective enough. While number-
based identifiers are closer to the machine code and therefore
more efficient.

3) Resolving Approach: The resolving approach of the
compared system is shown in Table X. EPC, OID, and
DID are upper-level applications of DNS systems on digital
objects and resources. So they can take advantage of existing
network infrastructure, and easy to deploy. However, because
the resolution process of them depends on DNS, upgrades,
replacements, or failures of the DNS system may cause their
services to fail to provide. Secondly, this type of system

inherits the native problems of DNS, such as the single point
of failure, overload, and easy to be kidnapped by special orga-
nizations through legal or technical means. In addition, as an
important infrastructure of the Internet, any extension of the
DNS should be extra cautious. Because DNS is close related
to the normal operation of the Internet. Finally, DNS is already
overburdened, and DNS-based resolution services will cause a
large number of requests to flood into DNS, which will further
affect the operation of the DNS.

Another point to discuss is the structure of the resolv-
ing system. Almost all systems surveyed in this article use
a tree-shaped structure, except that the GNS uses a graph-
shaped structure. In the tree-shaped structure, a sub-identifier
space is only registered in one parent identifier space, and the
registration direction is one-way. While in the graph-shaped
structure, a sub-identifier space can be registered in multiple
parent identifier spaces, and supports two-way registration.
The main difference between these two structures is robust-
ness. Obviously, the graph-shaped structure is more robust, but
it will also be more complicated.

In addition, the form of the resolving result, that is, the type
of mapping data determines the application scenario of each
system. Different types of mapping data cause the following
differences in the identity resolution system: 1) Whether it
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is friendly to manufacture companies. Most of the reviewed
systems return an address in the form of IP or URL. This type
of mapping data is more common but slightly rigid. There are
many types of events and data streams in IIoT, such as lati-
tude, longitude, temperature, humidity, etc. The output of the
identity resolution system is a URL, which means that the
metadata needs to be defined by the enterprise itself, which
is equivalent to shifting the complexity from the network
provider to the edge service provider. In particular, unlike the
service providers on the Internet, most of the companies join-
ing IIoT are manufacturing companies, who are not computer
and Internet experts. They want to have a solution directly.
Shielding the complexity of manufacturing companies can bet-
ter popularize and develop IIoT. From this point of view, the
most flexible of these systems is Handle, which supports the
customization of resolving result types, so its application sce-
narios are more extensive. And it is convenient to shield the
complexity of metadata definition for enterprises by formulat-
ing industry standards. Currently, Handle has been deployed
as a key technology for IIoT in China. 2) Resolving efficiency.
When resolving, systems such as EPC and OID need to map
the identifier to a URL first, and then send a request to the
URL to obtain data. By contrast, Handle only needs to send
one request to get the corresponding value set. 3) Whether
the identifier is persistent. Unlike IoT, in IIoT, the life cycle
of the device is longer (over 15 years) [53]. So, long-term
identification of some resources is crucial in IIoT. The handle
system supports persistent references to objects [106]. On the
contrary, the resolving result of EPC and OID is URL, and its
value will change with the change of resource storage location,
which may cause resolving failure. It is also worth men-
tioning that in IIoT, the spatiotemporal relationship between
objects is more valuable than a single object, that is, an object
should not be represented by a single node, but should be
represented by a graph of nodes and edges [34]. The map-
ping data of UID is a context description, which can describe
objects and their relationships, but other systems cannot.
They can only describe the characteristics and attributes of a
single object.

Finally, we discuss from the perspective of efficiency. The
resolving approach of these systems corresponds to their iden-
tity approach. On the one hand, most of the above systems
use a hierarchical format, so the records they use for resolv-
ing can be aggregated, which can reduce the storage burden.
On the other hand, the resolution speed of fixed-length iden-
tifiers and non-fixed-length identifiers is different. Besides,
GNS and BNS are distributed identity resolution systems, and
their resolving processes are based on DHT, so the capac-
ity of resolving services is larger, but the speed is slightly
slower.

4) Security and Privacy: The security and privacy of the
compared system are shown in Table XI. For an identity
resolution system, end security, data security, operational
security, and privacy are the keys that need to be guaran-
teed, as described in Section II. Almost all system surveyed
provides functions such as authentication, data integrity verifi-
cation, and encryption in different ways. In terms of security,
corresponding to their respective architectures, the security

mechanisms of these systems can also be divided into cen-
tralized and decentralized. In decentralized and distributed
identity resolution systems, such as GNS, BNS, and DID,
because there is no trusted server, the focus is on the confiden-
tiality and integrity of data, which is fundamentally different in
design concept from a centralized system. The main methods
include providing self-authentication through a hash opera-
tion or using the blockchain to ensure that core data cannot
be tampered with. In addition, because EPC and OID are
upper-level applications of DNS systems on digital objects
and resources. Therefore, EPC and OID inherit the secu-
rity threats faced by DNS itself. Although the DNS security
scheme DNSSEC was standardized in 1997, it is still far
from widespread due to the distributed characteristics of the
Internet [107].

In terms of privacy, the identity query request in the IIoT
may reveal the information of the querier, including business
partnerships, investment preferences, etc. However, EPC and
OID are upper-level applications of DNS systems on digital
objects and resources. DNS requests are sent in clear text,
so the listener can know which domain name the user has
queried. In order to solve this problem, DNS over TLS [108],
[109]/HTTPS [110] (DoT/DoH) was proposed. They encrypt
DNS requests to protect user privacy. The main difference
between them is the different ports used. DoT has its own
port 853, while DoH uses port 443, the standard HTTPS
port. Although DoT/DoH can solve privacy issues to a certain
extent, they are still in the proposal stage. And, because DoT
uses a dedicated port, the use of DoT can be seen or even
blocked. Besides, because DoH is based on HTTPS, which
requires multiple data transfers to complete the protocol initial-
ization. Therefore, the use of DoH will significantly increase
the resolving process time-consuming. By contrast, the request
and response in the Handle system can be encrypted. Although
in EPC, OID, and other systems, the request sent to the
URL is also encrypted. But on the one hand, they can-
not guarantee the privacy of the DNS resolution stage, on
the other hand, they implement privacy protection in differ-
ent ways. The encryption function provided by the Handle
system means that the complexity of the protocol is com-
pleted by Internet experts, while the encryption of the request
sent to the URL transfers the complexity to the manufacturing
company.

5) Compatibility and Deployment: Compatibility affects
whether an identity resolution system can be really applied
in actual scenarios. All of the above systems can compatible
with existing enterprise information systems because they have
designed local identifier spaces. Among them, The local iden-
tifier space of Handle can be completely customized, so the
application scenarios are wider. While the identifiable object
of UID and EPC will be limited by the format. Moreover,
in order to actually use an identity resolution system, it is
also necessary to consider how it is compatible with other
existing identity resolution systems. To achieve multi-system
compatibility, it may be helpful to build a suitable access
platform, which is beyond the scope of this article. Finally,
the adaptability of an identity resolution system to the future
network architecture also needs to be considered. For example,
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TABLE XI
SUMMARY OF THE SECURITY FOR THE COMPARED SYSTEMS, USING DNS AS A REFERENCE

some papers have explored the possibility of Handle being
compatible with ICN.

6) Lessons Learned: Key lessons learned from discussing
different implementations of system functions are summarized
below.

• Generally, the namespace size of hierarchical identifiers is
not fixed. In contrast, flat identifiers have a fixed names-
pace size. Flat identifiers are global and unreadable and
are typically calculated by hash. The centralized identi-
fier generation is relatively simple, but it is only suitable
for centralized systems. Since there is no authoritative
node for identifier allocation in a decentralized system,
identifiers can only be generated in a distributed man-
ner. There are two commonly used schemes to avoid the
collision of distributed identifier generation, public keys
based or blockchain-based. The identifier generated based
on the public key is not human readable. The registra-
tion delay for blockchain-based identifier generation is
generally longer.

• The structure of the system affects the robustness
and delay of the resolution service. The central tree

structure system may fail to resolve due to overload or
node kidnapping. The distributed graph structure system
is more robust, but the resolving delay is higher. Besides,
DNS-based resolution can generally be divided into two
steps. The first step is to convert the identifier into a
domain name form and perform ordinary DNS reso-
lution. The second step is to retrieve the information
corresponding to the identifier further. Therefore, if the
DNS-based resolution system is used in the future of
the rapid development of IIoT, it may introduce a large
amount of DNS traffic and affect the normal use of the
Internet.

• Decentralized systems are more resistant to DDoS attacks
than centralized systems. The security of blockchain-
based systems is high. Besides, DNS-based systems face
the risk of privacy exposure. On the one hand, DNS
responds equally to everyone’s request. Therefore, all
data in DNS is visible and cannot support confidentiality.
On the other hand, Since DNS packets are transmitted in
plain text, the attacker can see which identifier the user
requests to resolve.
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V. CHALLENGES AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Despite some developments in the identity resolution system
in IIoT, many significant research challenges remain to be
addressed due to the requirement of decentralization, com-
patibility and performance. In this Section, we discuss some
challenges and present some future research directions.

A. Decentralized Distributed Identity Resolution System

A promising direction in the future is to design decentralized
distributed identity resolution systems. In IIoT, a large number
of identifier resolution services and data sharing occur among
peer-to-peer multi-stakeholders. Each of them may choose dif-
ferent identity resolution schemes internally, so the multi-party
negotiation of transmission protocol and data format is needed.
A decentralized Distributed identity resolution system gen-
erally provides a distributed consensus solution, which can
naturally solve the above problems. Moreover, there are a large
number of distributed devices at the edge of the IIoT, so it is
logical to adopt distributed identity resolution technology.

Besides, the distributed identity resolution system can also
overcome many problems of the traditional tree systems, such
as the performance bottleneck and the single point of fail-
ure [39]. And it also has many advantages on scalability,
availability, and reliability, and always autonomously control-
lable. It is more suitable for IIoT scenarios with massive access
and higher requirements for security, fault tolerance, and reli-
ability. Therefore, more and more researchers have begun to
explore decentralized identity resolution systems. Three of the
more influential projects, GNS, BNS, and DID, have been
surveyed in this article.

The core issue of the decentralized distributed identity res-
olution system is how to achieve the following functions
without a central node: 1) Identifiers can be generated in
a distributed environment without causing a lot of waste of
resources. That is, there is no conflict between identifiers
without central identity distribution mechanisms. Also, mech-
anisms need to be designed to ensure that people do not
register a bunch of identifiers they do not need. It is worth
mentioning that algorithms capable of generating globally
unique identifiers generate random strings that humans can-
not understand. This can be read in the theory of identifiers in
the Zooko triangle, that is, only two can be satisfied among
human-readable, decentralized, and secure. 2) Resolving in
a distributed environment. Specifically, it includes the con-
struction of the relationship between service nodes, the coping
methods of the dynamic online and offline nodes, and the pro-
vision of distributed caches to improve system performance,
and the design of incentive mechanisms to achieve distributed
caches. 3) Security in a distributed environment. That is, how
to realize the true and complete transmission of information
without a third-party security authority review agency (no trust
zone).

In addition to the three projects mentioned in this article,
there are also some researches on distributed identity resolu-
tion systems, most of which are based on DHT or blockchain.
Reference [111] proposed a domain name system based on
DHT technology. This system inherits the fault tolerance and

load balance of DHT technology and can solve many man-
agement problems facing DNS. In [112], a DHT-based service
architecture was proposed, which can replace the object nam-
ing service in response to the lack of robustness, complex
configuration, and weak security of DNS. This solution can
enhance the privacy protection of users to a certain extent.
In [105], an identity resolution system based on a multi-level
DHT algorithm was presented. This system stores identi-
fiers and their mapping data in a multi-level DHT network,
and DHT nodes provide resolving services. Reference [113]
proposed a DHT-DNS hybrid domain name system. This
system mounts the DHT namespace under the DNS tree, and
the DHT node acts as an authoritative name server. When a
resolution request arrives, it will be resolved to a DHT node.
Reference [104] proposed an identity resolution scheme based
on DHT-DNS. This solution uses the hash string to identify
objects to provide heterogeneous identifiers compatibility. At
the same time, a 0-1 binary tree is used to build a resolving
architecture, in which each hash string can be mapped to a
leaf node of the binary tree.

Although there are some exciting new results, the relevant
research is still in its infancy, and existing a lot of problems
have not been solved. Overall, decentralized systems are more
complex to implement, and each user needs to install addi-
tional software. So how to integrate it into the IIoT with a
large number of resource-constrained sensors is worth study-
ing. Moreover, if the system is blockchain-based, it will face
the limitation throughput naturally brought by the blockchain.
In particular, name squatting and front-running are easier
to occur due to no centralized control and high transaction
latency [114]. While if it is based on P2P, it will also face the
multi-party consensus difficulty and security issues caused by
P2P openness.

B. Compatibility

There may be multiple heterogeneous resources that need
to be identified within an industrial enterprise, including
RFID, network devices, URNs. Therefore, when the iden-
tity resolution system is deployed, multiple heterogeneous
resource compatibility solutions need to be considered. The
current mainstream solution is to build several local resolv-
ing servers to manage multiple heterogeneous domains. The
local resolving server mainly provides the following functions:
1) Provide a layer of overlay identifiers for multiple hetero-
geneous domains, which are then registered in the company’s
identity resolution system. And provide local identifier conver-
sion when resolving. 2) Provide corresponding communication
protocol according to resource type.

An identification compatibility scheme based on OID archi-
tecture was proposed in [115]. This scheme uses local identi-
fiers and OID prefixes to form a Virtual Identifier Layer (VIL),
by which the heterogeneous identifiers interoperability can be
achieved. When the resolving request arrives, it is first routed
to ORS, and then redirected to the corresponding resolving
server to respond to the request. This solution can effectively
achieve the compatibility and interoperability of heteroge-
neous identifiers, including barcode, RFID, network resources,
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USNs. In [116], an OID-based heterogeneous identifier inte-
grated resolving architecture was proposed. In this scheme,
the local identifiers are managed by the ID registry, which is
registered and applied in the ORS. After the resolving request
reaches the ORS, it will be redirected to the local ID registry
according to the mapping data in the ORS. Reference [114]
proposes a UID-CoAP joint architecture based on UID tech-
nology and Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP), which
can implement hosting services on general embedded nodes.
Among them, CoAP is used for communication between
resource-constrained nodes, and UID technology is responsible
for describing the knowledge and data needed to implement
IoT services. A UID-based ubiquitous computing interoper-
ability architecture was proposed in [117]. In this architecture,
an information server intermediary is established for each
heterogeneous subspace, and the information server interme-
diary is registered in the ucode resolving server. When the
resolving request arrives, the resolving server will map the
ucode to the address of the information server intermediary,
and then redirect the request based on the information server
intermediary.

This kind of scheme is simple, but the architecture is
complicated and the overhead is high. More important, indus-
trial enterprises are required to design the architecture and
transmission logic, which they are not good at. The Asset
Administration Shell (AAS) [118] may be a solution in the
future. Its purpose is to exchange asset-related data among
industrial assets and between assets and production orches-
tration systems or engineering tools. But the research is still
under exploration.

C. Deep Integration of Identity Resolution System
and Specific Application

Deep integration is designing schemes for a specific applica-
tion, including system selection, transmission protocol selec-
tion, and data format design. In IIoT, different applications
have different service models and requirements on compatibil-
ity, performance, fairness and security. For example, when the
identity resolution system is used to connect the information
of multiple subsidiaries within a group, EPC and OID with an
efficient hierarchical structure may be a good choice. Because
their structure is simple and easy to deploy. Most importantly,
as the parent node, the parent company has no incentive to
block the services of the subsidiary. However, in cross-border
trade, information needs to be shared among companies from
different countries. In this scenario, service block risks and
fairness issues need to be considered. Because most com-
panies may not be willing to let an organization in another
country assign identifiers and forward resolution requests for
themselves. In this case, the Handle system with multiple
parallel roots can be used. Or autonomous controllable iden-
tifiers systems GNS, BNS, and DID are also good choices.
On the other hand, in delay-sensitive applications, it is best
to resolve based on UDP. So, DID that requires HTTP may
not be suitable. While in accuracy-sensitive applications, the
TCP or HTTP can be chosen. Also, the number of subjects
to be identified and their growth trends should match the

size of the system identifier space. Besides, many distributed
devices, storage, and computing resources at the edge of the
network in IIoT need to be identified. It is more suitable
to use distributed identifier generation approaches, such as
GNS and BNS.

The standard of systems only describes their basic func-
tions. When researchers choose one system to apply in an
application, a specific solution needs to be given. For example,
reference [119] proposed an anti-counterfeiting smart system
based on Handle. The product identifiers are redesigned based
on the Handle standard to reflect the logistics information.
The logistic sequence is defined by a number of prefixes,
from country prefix to seller’s prefix. In short, in this appli-
cation, the identifier format and Handle’s each layer service’s
deployment are specified. If a fire occurs in the factory, the
notification of fire agencies and police, and the opening of the
escape system needs to be done simultaneously. This kind of
complicated service cannot be provided by traditional identity
resolution systems directly. Reference [120] proposed an OID-
based resolution framework for service groups to solve this
problem. A service group is a set consist of multiple specific
services and is registered to ORS. An event, such as a fire, is
also identified by OID. A service group can be called concur-
rently when an event is triggered to guarantee lower latency.
The specific data transmission format and service invocation
mechanism of this scheme are refined in specific applications,
which beyond the standard scope of the identity resolution
system itself.

Moreover, deep integration not only means system choosing
but also covers function expansion and technology replace-
ment. In this case, only part of the system’s functions can be
used, such as coding schemes. The function-based compari-
son in Section IV-B helps researchers know the advantages of
each system and choose suitable technology in specific IIoT
scenarios. For example, when the identity resolution system is
deeply integrated with the food traceability, the main issue is
anti-tampering and the decentralized multi-party information
secure sharing. However, the traditional centralized traceability
system has the following hidden danger: information tamper-
ing, accountability difficulty, and spamming products. In [100],
a food traceability system based on blockchain and EPC is
proposed. In this scheme, only the EPC coding is used, while
the traditional ONS functions are replaced by blockchain and
IPFS. In the traditional EPC system, ONS provides identi-
fier registration and resolution. In [100], the identifiers are
issued through the blockchain. And IPFS supports the main
part of resolving service to ensure effectiveness and scal-
ability. Another example, in a scenario where information
is transmitted between multiple organizations, a hierarchi-
cal identity resolution system is inefficient and cumbersome.
Reference [114] proposed a blockchain-based UID manage-
ment scheme to solve the problems caused by the hierarchical
structure. In the scheme, the registration and resolution mech-
anism of the traditional UID is replaced with the blockchain.
Besides, to suit blockchain-based ucode allocation and be
compatible with hierarchical UID, some adjustments of the
ucode format in the scheme have also been made based on
the standard.
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In general, the cross-innovation and in-depth integration of
the identity resolution system and the specific applications has
a broad research scene.

D. Multi-Identity Resolution System Interoperability Scheme

At present, there are multiple identity resolution systems,
and it is unrealistic for each company to register in each
system. To maximize the value of data, the interoperability
between multiple identity resolution systems is worth study-
ing. In an ideal situation, users can resolve the identifiers in
each system through a unified client. If the optimization and
in-depth integration of the system and specific applications can
be regarded as vertical optimization, the interoperability of the
multi-identity resolution system can be regarded as horizontal
expansion.

To interoperate between multiple identity resolution
systems, the following two main functions need to be imple-
mented, protocol conversion and data filling. A simple way
is to deploy a proxy server between the user and the system.
The proxy server serves as the protocol coordinator to com-
plete the data exchange between the user and the system. The
user first sends the request to the proxy server, the request
will be re-encapsulates and fills in data. Then the request will
be forward to the corresponding identity resolution system via
the protocol supported by the system. After responding, the
proxy server returns the response message through the pro-
tocol supported by the user. However, there are many types
of users and service providers in IIoT, and they each support
different transmission protocols. Therefore, the transmission
protocol and data format between the user and the proxy server
need to be negotiated. How to implement the above process
efficiently in the IIoT where resource-constrained devices are
widespread is a challenge. Also, the implementation of the
proxy server will introduce a third-party “middleman” in com-
munications, which may bring new security risks and privacy
issues. Therefore, this field needs more extensive research in
the future.

VI. BROADER PERSPECTIVES

The development of the identity resolution system in the
IIoT may be affected by many other technologies. In this sec-
tion, we will briefly discuss these technologies and give a
broader perspective, if the technology has one of the follow-
ing characteristics: 1) The problems of it to be solved overlap
with the construction of an identity resolution system in IIoT
and its design method is worthy as a reference. 2)It can enable
the identity resolution system. 3) It can optimize the identity
resolution system. 4) It is an inevitable technological trend
in the future, so it is necessary to consider its impact on the
identity resolution system.

A. Self-Sovereign Identity

The increasing usage of different online services requires an
efficient digital identity management approach. The internet
lacks a layer of identity protocol and this shifts the respon-
sibility for identification and verification to service providers
(SP) [41]. The identity issue and authentication are provided

by SP so that the SP and the identity provider (IdP) is
combined [121]. This is highly inefficient due to the dupli-
cation of the information among multi-SP. And users do not
have any control over their identity data. Besides, password-
based authentication, data fragmentation, client on-boarding,
and identity breaches also call for a new identity management
model [122].

To solve the above issue, Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI) was
introduced. It enabling identities, authentication, authorization,
roles, and privileges individual managing, within an organiza-
tion or across boundaries [122]. By SSI, users can fully own
and control their identity data. Reference [121] has pointed
out the stakeholder of an SSI system, including citizens, pub-
lic administration, and businesses. It can be easily utilized for
cross-border authentication and cross border services. And ten
principles of SSI have been provided in [123].

SSI is regarded to have an influential effect on how we
interact with each other over the future Internet. And the
blockchain technology provides a good basis to create an SSI
system. Reference [124] illustrates several envisioned flows
to build SSI leveraging blockchain. And several specifications
to evaluate any SSI solution was present in [125]. The three
major SSI objects was identified in [126], and the fine-grained
design patterns for blockchain based SSI was presented. An
SSI solution for permissionless decentralized digitized pass-
port was proposed in [127]. Reference [128] surveyed several
blockchain-based SSI in healthcare.

Due to the following reasons, SSI can inspire the design
of the identity resolution system in IIoT. 1) The scope of the
problems to be solved overlaps. As a decentralized distributed
identity management model, SSI needs to solve the distributed
management, authentication, and verification of identifiers.
This is consistent with the problems faced by the distributed
identity resolution system in IIoT. Moreover, another impor-
tant purpose of SSI is to solve the identity fragmentation,
that is, how to integrate identity data in multiple systems to
achieve cross-border authentication and cross border services.
This is highly similar to the data interoperability of multiple
identity resolution systems among multiple businesses in IIoT.
Therefore, the distributed data sharing mechanism in SSI can
be used for reference to promote the sharing and interoperabil-
ity of heterogeneous data between inter-organizations. 2) The
technology selection overlaps. In SSI, peer-to-peer technolo-
gies, such as blockchain, are used extensively to achieve
self-control of identifiers. While building an identity resolution
system in IIoT, or integrating systems into specific appli-
cations, blockchain has become an indispensable supporting
technology. Therefore, the application of blockchain in SSI
can bring inspiration. 3) The challenges faced are similar.
Because the problems to be solved and technology selection
of SSI overlap with the construction of an identity resolution
system in IIoT, they also face similar problems. For example,
the storage consumption and cost issues that blockchain and
consensus mechanism brings.

Besides, there are some differences between SSI and the
distributed identity resolution system in IIoT. 1) Different ser-
vice models. SSI is user-centric, while the identity resolution
system in IIoT is enterprise-centric. This means that the main
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object of SSI registration is ordinary users, while in IIoT, more
are enterprises. The computing resources, storage resources,
and stability of ordinary users are not as good as those of
enterprises. Therefore, the choice of the blockchain type and
consensus mechanism will be different. 2) SSI is more inno-
vative. in the current user identity ecosystem, the identity
holders always not be the identity owners. So, in addition
to the distributed data sharing mechanism, SSI also needs to
consider how to let users control their identifiers. While in
IIoT, products and devices data is held by enterprises. That
is, the owner of the identifier and the holder of the iden-
tifier are unified. So, the identity resolution system in IIoT
focuses more on how to promote the sharing and interoperabil-
ity of heterogeneous data cross-organization. 3) Different use
cases. SSI is mostly used for digital wallets, digital passports,
and patient digital identity among multiple medical institu-
tions currently. While the identity resolution system in IIoT
is mainly used for product traceability and supply chain man-
agement. Therefore, when it is deeply integrated with specific
applications, different specific problems need to be solved.

B. Information-Centric Networking

ICN is a promising networking paradigm, where data
exchange is based on the name of the content, not
the IP address of the endpoint [129]–[131]. Well-known
ICN projects include CCN/NDN [132], PURSUIT [133],
MobilityFirst [134], etc. As an important project in ICN,
MobilityFirst supports hybrid name/address-based routing. So,
compared with other ICN projects that routing based on names
entirely, MobilityFirst is more similar to identity resolution
systems. So in this part, we will take MobilityFirst as an exam-
ple to analyze the enlightening effect of ICN on deployment
identity resolution systems in IIoT.

ICN can inspire the design of identity resolution systems for
the following reasons. 1) The input and output are similar. The
input of ICN and IRS are both names, and the output is the
mapping data attached to the name. For example, in the name
resolution of MobilityFirst, the input is the name of a file or
device, and the output is the corresponding network address.
2) Their core functions and supporting technologies overlap,
so ICN can be used as a reference. The functions of identity
resolution systems and ICN both involve naming, name resolu-
tion, and security [135]. For example, in MobilityFirst, names
are basically public keys assigned by a name certification
service, which is similar to the public key-based identifi-
cation in GNS. And, in MobilityFirst, the dynamic binding
between the name of a network object and its current network
addresses is provided based on DHT [136], [137]. This is sim-
ilar to the DHT-based resolving service in GNS. Besides, in
MobilityFirst, deriving names as a cryptographic hash of a
public key also enables them to be self-certifying. Likewise,
in BNS, the zone file hash is used for addressing and integrity
verification.

When designing an identity resolution system with reference
to ICN, we also need to pay attention to their differences.
ICN works at the network layer, while identity resolution
systems in IIoT works at the application layer. This means

ICN mainly focuses on routing protocol design and com-
patible with existing IP networks. While identity resolution
systems mainly design business models and service architec-
ture. Including enterprise network organization, micro-service
architecture construction to better realize the identity resolu-
tion function. Moreover, identity resolution systems also need
to design interfaces for enterprises and upper-layer applica-
tions, and select the appropriate communication protocol for
the business.

C. Blockchain

DLT has attracted a lot of attention from academia and
industry in recent years. DLT is a technology in which multiple
distributed nodes participate in storing data, and each node
can monitor the legality of the transaction and can also prove
it. Blockchain is one form of it, providing trustworthy, trans-
parent, tamper-resistant and consistent services by a group of
nodes without a central authority. Each node in the blockchain
uses a chain-based block structure to store complete data.
Furthermore, each node in the blockchain is independent and
of equal status. These nodes rely on a consensus mechanism
to ensure storage consistency. In the blockchain, no node can
write to the ledger independently, so avoiding false accounts
caused by a single bookkeeper being controlled or bribed,
thereby ensuring the security of account data. Nowadays,
blockchain has been applied in many fields such as medical
treatment [138], economics [139] and network [140]. It is usu-
ally used to support incentive or security mechanism for the
distributed system [141], [142].

There are two main types of influence of the blockchain on
the identity resolution system. One is to optimize the exist-
ing system by virtue of the non-centralized, tamper-resistant,
and security features of the blockchain. And the information
sharing among multiple organizations can also be promoted
by the consensus mechanism. The other is to directly use the
blockchain as an enabling technology to build a new identity
resolution system.

From an optimization perspective, the introduction of
blockchain can boost the process of identifier sharing and man-
agement of multiple related organizations. Also, the security of
the system can be enhanced, including the status of the device
that cannot be denied, and the history of each access oper-
ation is transparent to related organizations. Vulnerability to
the single point of failure and data tampering is a critical issue
for a centralized identity resolution system. Blockchain-based
decentralization DNS data storage method has been proposed
to solve this problem [143], [144], where the key information
of the zone file resolution data is stored in multiple parallel
DNS nodes. In [145], a new distributed domain name service
ConsortiumDNS based on the consortium chain was proposed.
In [146], a novel DNS cache resources trusted sharing model
has been proposed, which can improve the credibility of DNS
resolution results with the help of the consortium blockchain.
In [147], [148], a blockchain-based ONS with a tokenized
authority has been proposed, where the blockchain is used to
strengthen the security of ONS. In [114], a ucode ownership
management system based on blockchain has been proposed.
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And further, a user-friendly and efficient ucode allocation
method has been provided. In [149], a novel blockchain-
based mutual authentication security protocol was proposed.
It can improve the authentication between tags and readers to
prevent potential attacks in RFID without trusted third parties.
In [100], a food traceability system based on blockchain and
EPC is proposed. The traditional ONS functions are replaced
by blockchain and IPFS to overcome the tampering problem
and accountability difficulty.

From the perspective of building new identity resolution
systems, the blockchain can be used as an architecture sup-
porting technology, such as the BNS surveyed in this article.
Blockchain is an indispensable core technology for such
identity resolution systems and is often used for distributed
identifier generation, registration, security protection and pro-
viding incentives mechanism. Building new identity resolution
systems based on blockchain has different scope between
only use it to optimize existing systems. When optimizing
an existing system, it is often focused on replacing the exist-
ing management mechanism with a blockchain, and it is also
necessary to consider how to be compatible with the orig-
inal system. while when building a new system, it is more
necessary to provide solutions to the decentralized generation
of identifiers, the squatting of identifiers, and the waste of
identifier space.

D. Machine Learning

With the further use of the identity resolution system in IIoT,
a large amount of data will be generated. Many applications in
IIoT will generate resolving requests, such as food traceability,
product life cycle management, and supply chain management.
The analysis of these data can promote the development of
IIoT services. Machine learning (ML) [150] is a good way to
achieve the above goals, which is to improve the performance
of specific systems by continuously learning data. It can make
IIoT services smarter by processing the generated data.

In particular, as a public infrastructure in the IIoT, the iden-
tity resolution system must have the ability to perceive risks
and defend against attacks. Based on big data analysis, security
threats can be discovered, identified, understood, analyzed, and
dealt with. Since the research on the identity resolution system
in IIoT is still in the exploratory stage, as the most widely
used identity resolution system on the Internet, DNS’s past
research ideas are worth learning from. A survey of systems
that utilized passive DNS traffic to detect malicious behav-
iors on the Internet was presented in [48]. It highlighted the
main strengths and weaknesses of the implemented systems
through an in-depth analysis of the detection approach, col-
lected data, and detection outcomes. Reference [151] proposed
an advanced detection method against DNS cache poisoning
attacks using machine learning techniques, where in addi-
tion to using the basic 5-tuple information of a DNS packet,
a lot of special features were added to identify the DNS
response packets used for cache poisoning attacks. In [152], a
cognitive feature extraction model based on scaling and mul-
tifractal dimension trajectory to analyze Internet traffic time
series was presented. In this way, DNS DoS attacks can be

detected. Furthermore, some researches detect malicious activ-
ity and botnets by monitoring DNS traffic and logs, or building
graph relationships between labeled domains which can be
traced back from queries history of all domains [153]–[155].
Finally, in [156], an ML-based approach is presented to tackle
the typosquatting vulnerability, where a majority voting-based
ensemble learning classifier built using five classification algo-
rithms is proposed that can detect with high accuracy. Besides,
Reference [157] focuses on more basic issues, where a deep
learning method, called Bytelevel CNN, to detect the DNS tun-
nels was proposed. It can solve the problem of manual feature
extraction limitation and improve the detection accuracy of
DNS tunnels.

In summary, Using ML in identity resolution systems can
enhance the development of IoT services.

E. Software Defined Networking

Software-defined networking (SDN) [158] is a new network
architecture proposed by Stanford University. SDN realizes
flexible control of network traffic by separating the con-
trol plane of the network device from the data plane. SDN
can make the network more intelligent and provide a good
platform for innovation in core networks and applications.
At present, the discussion and research on the application
of SDN in IIoT is increasing. On the one hand, SDN
can be applied in smart factories to achieve fast, auto-
matic, and customized industrial network configuration. On
the other hand, applying Software-Defined Wide-area Network
(SDWAN) technology between multiple factories can enable
dynamic routing of links, flexible deployment, and enhanced
security.

At present, SDN has been applied in IIoT to solve various
problems, including IIoT data center construction [159], adap-
tive transmission optimization [160], security [161], [162],
and network resilience enhancement [163]. Therefore, SDN
technology is likely to be a key technology for IIoT in
the future. The overall scheduling of the application layer
and the network layer has always been a research direction.
Specifically, an integrated consideration of the identity res-
olution system and the underlying network architecture is
conducive to improving performance. At present, there have
been researches focusing on the comprehensive consideration
of SDN and DNS. In [164], a comprehensive survey of defense
mechanisms against DDoS attacks using SDN has been pro-
vided. Moreover, they review the researches about launching
DDoS attacks on SDN, as well as the methods against DDoS
attacks in SDN. In [165], a defense mechanism has been
proposed, in which all SDN switches linking DNS servers
monitor the speed of DNS request packets. It can easily detect
the attacks, protect the victim quickly, then pinpoint all zom-
bies and finally isolate them from the SDN network. In [166],
a novel detection strategy protecting the DNS server by manip-
ulating the Openflow control message has been presented.
Whenever a server controller receives a query packet, it will
send an authentication packet back to the client network to
verify the legitimacy of the query. In addition, there are also
studies exploring the combination of EP and SDN [167], [168].
The quality of service provided by SDN-based EPC networks
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was evaluated in [167], which is essential for the successful
delivery of real-time multimedia applications in mobile oper-
ator networks. In the three QoS indicators of delay, jitter, and
packet loss, SDN-based EPC is significantly better than its
traditional EPC. Similarly and more broadly, other identity
resolution service in IIoT can also cooperate with SDN tech-
nology to reduce latency, increase service flexibility, security
and robustness. For example, SDN switches can be used to
monitor request packets to ensure security. Or SDN technol-
ogy can be used to observe the state of the network to provide
suggestions for caching of entries.

VII. CONCLUSION

The recent rapid development of network and industrial
technology prosper industrial intelligent production. IIoT con-
nects sensors, industrial equipment, products, and staff in the
factory, enabling industrial processes monitor, automatic con-
trol, and costs optimization. In this article, we have provided
a survey of potential identity resolution systems for IIoT,
which is a core infrastructure in IIoT. We have begun our
discussion with an overview of the identity resolution system
and have presented why they are important for IIoT. Then,
we have discussed the design principals of them. Then, we
have provided key functions and properties for identity reso-
lution systems, and give a universal reference framework to
judge them. Besides, we have further presented the classifi-
cation of existing identity resolution systems to give readers
a rough understanding of the field. Next, we have discussed
several existing influential systems and further compared them
in terms of the design principles and technology selection. We
also discussed the challenges and some important research
directions of this field. Finally, we explored some broader
perspectives.

The identity resolution system is important for IIoT since it
facilitates the intercommunication between multiple isolated
plants. And a manufacturing process can be described with
the help of identity resolution systems. However, this field is
still in its infancy and needs to be further explored. Especially
the deep integration of identity resolution system and specific
IIoT applications. Different applications have different service
models and requirements on performance. Moreover, in some
specific applications, it is not simply to choose which system
to use, but to extract certain functions from systems, and
then combine other new technologies to construct a specific
solution. This article attempts to briefly discuss the potential
identity resolution systems that may be used in IIoT. And we
further present a general function-based reference framework
to help researchers to assemble the advantages function of each
system and apply them in specific IIoT scenarios. We hope our
discussion can give some other researchers some inspiration
and help in this field.
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